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Visitation and Field Tours 
The Southeast Research Farm located six miles west and three miles south of 
Beresford is open to anyone interested in agriculture. There is someone at 
the farm each weekday that would be glad to show you around. If a week day 
is not possible - maybe a weekend visit would be more convenient. With a 
phone call (563-2989 or 563-2941) we can set up a personal tour for any day 
of the week. Do not feel that you have to be invited to stop by the farm. 
The facility is here for everyone involved in agriculture to u�e. 
During the past growing season several events were held for the public. A 
4-H judging school was held in mid-June with many youngsters from the 
.!ioUth�EtSll"rn nir4l lJlvalveil. AT 111 ht. Crop To1.rr vm. hrld on JuJy I th:i:s 
VB-tit year, Thi:!rr: vC!'.rf: .thauc 2.50 people fl't a!lHtiJl.i h11t n lgh:t.. eBnr,-. of- c.h� 
things seen on that tour consisted of the herbicide demonstration area 
comparing herbicide treatments for corn and soybeans on conventional and 
reduced tillage. Also, herbicide treatments on no-till soybeans and corn 
\i&?re tHMHl. A ne• mltit:tlqn to tll2 �bic:ule- program t.lllf: }"E'BT wn.13. 
1/p,lvetl.ea.t. V�ley.. Ill!.dtu::.J.4� tt"��nt.c; t:o �pt!C. !Jc.11.llv cantt<ul Yf'iv-1rtle.11f 
in soybeans and corn were viewed. Also, on the Twilight tour were small 
grain varieties and diseases, herbicide damage on oats, corn borer control 
and planting dates for corn. 
Other activities during the summer consisted of an Ag Chemical Dealer Day 
and an evening tour was also held for ridge-tillers. showing some of the 
ridge-till research work being conducted at the farm. 
In September a Fall Field Day was held. Approximately 18 different 
presentations were given on many of the research projects currently being 
conducted at the Southeast Research Farm. 
The research conducted each year and included in this report consists of 
many hours of work by staff from several departments at SDSU and at the SE 
Research Farm. Their efforts in contributing to this publication each year 
is appreciated. 
The purpose of the research farm is to conduct research and supply 
information to the people of South Dakota. Anyone wishing to comment or 
make suggestions for improving research that is conducted, how these 
results are reported or improvements that can be made in our summer tours, 
please write or give us a call. Address correspondence to: 
Dr. Ray Moore, Director 
Ag Experiment Station 
SDSU 
Brookings, SD 57007 
(605) 68S-4149 
Dale R. Sorensen 
Research Manager 
SESD Research Farm 
RR 3 Box 93 
Beresford, SD 57004 
(605) 563-2989 or 
563-2941 
Introduction. . . . . Dale R. Sorensen. Mgr. 
I hf pm1l •1r1crr 1o,1111 L(U:ilt! tJHlillUtJl cc:i�z·e-rl 1 o �m tUu)f.; se..,, r 1 ,�rs 1 n 
'-,r t.1r 1-u .l �· !)n1J.Lb I ,1 .-JL.. W �· �� -li.1 "' r· du-im the .:111,11,:h of Hurr.;b 
for the first time in several years and a lot of corn was in the 
ground before May 1st. Planting was completed ahead of schedule and 
timely rainfall during May, June and July was quite welcome after the 
dry winter and early spring. 
The extreme hot spell in late July and early August did not affect 
crol yields greatly. Humidity was high and we did not have a great 
deal of wind during that time enabling the crop to hold its own. That 
weather and through to September made for early harvest and a very dry 
crov. 
Construction of the new beef facilities was completed in early 
October. Thanks to the Southeast Farm Corporation, we have up-to-date 
beef research facilities. They consist of a new feedroom. a 
semi-enclosed feeding facility and an enclosed working area with 
modern facilities for handling cattle. 
We also added a concrete sorting area and loading chute to our swine 
unit to improve handling hogs coming in and going out from the farm. 
If you wish to gather more information on a particular project at the 
farm, contact us at the farm or contact the person listed at the end 
of each report. 
Table 1. Temperatures at the Southeast Research Farm - 1987 - ----------------- - - - - - - -- - -- - - - -- - --- - -
1987 Departure Fron: 
Ave Temperatures (F)a 35-year Average 35 Year Average 
Month Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum 
January 36.2 12.5 25. 8 4.4 +10.4 + 8.1 
February 46.3 21.5 32.6 10.9 +13.7 +10.6 
March 47.2 28.6 43.S 22. S + 3.7 + 6.1 
April 67.5 38.1 61.1 35.6 + 6.4 + 2.5 
May 77.2 53.S 73.1 47.4 + 4.1 + 6.1 
June 85.0 59.2 82.3 57.1 + 2.7 + 2.1 
July 85.5 64.3 87.4 62.0 - 1.9 + 2.3 
August 79.9 57.1 85.2 59.1 - 5.3 - 2.0 
September 76.4 48.2 75.6 48.8 + 0.8 - 0.6 
October 58.6 30.4 64.S 37.7 - 5.9 - 7.3 
November 48.3 30.5 40.4 24.1 + 7.9 + 6.4 
December 33.9 19.4 30.8 10.7 + 3.1 + 8.7 
a Computed from daily observations 
Table 2. Precipitation at the Southeast Research Farm - 1987 
- - - -- - - - � - -- - --- - - -- - - -- --....e --- - - - - - -- --- -
Preci pi tat ion 35-year Departure 
1987 Average from 35 year 
Month (inches) (inches) Ave (inches) 
January .04 • 46 - .42 
February .15 .97 - .82 
March 4.15 1.54 +2.61 
April .so 2.48 -1.98 
May 3.15 3.47 - .32 
June 3.58 4.20 - .62 
July 4.75 3.16 +l.59 
August 1.42 2.91 -1.49 
September 2.67 2.60 + .07 
October .25 1.67 -1.42 
November 1.26 1.08 + .18 
December .89 .71 + .18 
Totals 22.81 25.25 -2.44 
PLANT POPULATIONS FOR CORN 
D. Sorensen, B. La�...,.ensen, D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 87-1 
Summary 
Seeding rates and hybrids were tested to determine what the optimum plant 
population would be in Southeast South Dakota. Four hybrids and five 
populations were used in the study. Grain yields in 1987 had small yield 
increases with each increase in plant population for the 91 and 101 day hybrids. 
For the 110 and 114 day hybrids yields were quite similar throughout all 
populations, but the higher populations did not decrease yields significantly 
either. 
Methods: Four hybrids were tested at five plant populations in 1987. 
These are the same hybrids and populations that were selected for the 
establishment of this experiment in 1986. Hybrids used again in 1987 
were Pioneer 3906 and 3732, Curry's 1466 and 1490 with actual planting 
rates of 18,400, 21,900, 24.500, 27.900 and 30,200 seeds per acre. Table 
1 reports all other management factors for the experiment in 1987. 
lti.l,.JE L. Ct op 'ieaajII!llll!D t 
Soil Test Results 
1986 Crop 
Tillage 
Planting Date 
Herbicide 
Insecticide 
Phosphorus 
Nitrogen 
Harvest Date 
fa1 Plant f 01 .:..n.11 OH St u11\· n 1987. 
0-6" 
6-24" 
N03-N p K - - - lbs/A - - -
12 45 720 
24 
Soybeans 
Ridge-Till 
April 27 
Lasso+Bladex (Broadcast) 
Furadan 
25 lbs 2 x 2 in. starter 
75 lbs sidedress after emergence 
75 lbs sidedress at lay-by 
S�tember 22 
Results and Discussion: Yield levels for 1987 were considerably higher 
than 1986. Ideal weather to permit early planting and timely rains in 
early July were the primary factors involved. With the addition of a new 
planter and ridge-till to this study the capability to achieve more 
uniform stands has eliminated the need to over-plant and thin back to the 
final stands. Table 2 and Table 3 report final stands and grain yields 
for 1987. respectively. 
Table 2. Final Stands Prior to Harvest for Corn Plant Population Study. 
1987. SE Farm, 
S. Oak- ------ Seedfog Rate 
Hybrid 
PI0-3906 
PJ0-3732 
CURRY 1466 
CURRY 1490 
Maturit.J:: 
91 
101 
110 
114 
Avg. 
.8.400 - ---
18,100 
18.400 
19,300 
18.400 
18,550 
::i1..t900 24:500 
- - - - Plants!Acre-
21,200 24,200 
20, 100 23.500 
22,300 23, 100 
21.600 22.700 
21,300 23,375 
V.900 
- - - - -
26,000 
24.700 
26,300 
26.100 
25.775 
30.200 - - - -
28,200 
28.600 
28,400 
27.900 
28,275 
In 1987 this study was planted on ridge-till soybean stubble. fjnal 
stands are very acceptable this year, which we feel is due to the 
addition of ridge-till to this study. The average stand Joss across all 
populations for the study was 4.Ir.. This is very good considering the 
dry conditions during planting season. The planting conditions �ith 
ridge-till were ideal. Ideal moisture was present making germination 
very uniform and very small loss of seed at planting. 
Yields in 1987 were also very good. The lowest yield recorded in this 
study was 142 bushel/acre with a top yield of 202 bushel/acre. There is 
a considerable amount of yield difference between hybrids. whjch we would 
expect. The numbers of most interest are the difference in yield between 
populations for a single hybrid. To determine if the yields are 
different between populations for one hybrid use the value at the bottom 
of Table 3. If the difference in yield is 13 bushel/acre or greater, 
then the population is significantly better than the other population. 
As in the case of Pioneer 3906 planted at 18,400 seeds/acre compared to 
aJl populations from 24.500 seeds/acre and up. 
Table 3. Effect of Plant Populations and Hybrids on Corn Grain Yield, 
SE Farm 1987. 
S. Dak Seeding Rate 
JJ!brid Maturit 8.1400 ll,9()0 24.500 271;900 
- - - - - �u/A e � Moisture * - - �!200 
PIO 3906 91 144 148 
Harvest Moisture (14) (14) 
157 158 
(13. 3) (13. S) 
- - - -
163 
(13.8) -· - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- - - ---
PIO 3732 101 
Harvest Moisture 
Curry 1466 llO 
Harvest Moisture -- -- - - - - - -- -
142 
(14) 
161 
(17.S) 
Curry 1490 114 192 
lf.un.'el.t Moi5t11:re 23_.J_) 
LSD .O:l 13 bu ucre t:o Cfllllpare 
the same hybrid. 
148 
(14.5) 
160 
(17.S) 
155 
(14) 
154 
(16.3) 
157 
(13.S) 
168 
(16.5) 
168 
(13.5) 
160 
(16) 
190 184 202 197 
21. sS) (23) (22) (21.8) 
yields between populations within 
The two early hybrids, 91 and 101 day maturity do continue increasing to 
the highest planted population. but are not significantly higher than the 
24,500 seeds/acre planting rate. For the two late maturing hybrids. 
yields do not differ significantly between populations except at the 
24.500 seeds/acre planting rate. It cannot be explained at this time why 
5 
these are lower when all other populations for these two hybrids do not 
differ. 
The main point, is that there is room for error in populations with later 
maturing hybrids due to the plant's characteristics. The earlier matur­
ing hybrids have less room for error and need to be planted at somewhat 
higher populations to bring out their full yield potential. 
This study will be continued in 1988, and we will be able to have a 
3-year average for this study next year. For further information 
contact, Dale Sorensen, SE Research Farm, RR 3 Box 93, Beresford, SD 
57004; (605) 563-2989. 
6 
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. REPORT , __ _ 
DATE OF PLANTING CORN 
D. Sorensen, B. Lawrensen, D. DuBois 
B. Jurgensen 
SOUTHEAST FARM 87-2 
Summary 
Two corn hybrids (medium and late maturity range) were planted on five 
dates beginning rn April 17 and ending May 29. Again. as in 1986, very 
little differenc occurred in yield between the first three planting dates; 
but, grain moisture at harvest increased quite dramatically by the third 
date for the late mAturing hybrid. The fourth and fifth planting dates 
were significantly lower in rield than the first three planting dates for 
both hybrids. 
Methods: Two hybrids were tested at five different planting rlates in 1987. 
Pioneer 3732 and Pioneer 3377 were planted on five dates through April and 
May. Planting started when fjeld conditions would allow and soil tempera­
tures were adequate for germinatjon of corn. A ten day interval was 
followed from the first planting date. Table 1 reports all other managP­
ment factors for the experiment in 1987. 
Table 1. Crop Management for Date of Planting Corn Sttu1)'. 
SE Farm, 198,L _____ _ 
SoTlTPst Results --N0-3- 1f P 
::- _--::-._--::- lbsTA..: 
1986 Crop 
Tillage 
Planting Rate 
Herbicide 
Insecticide 
Phosphorus 
Nitrogen 
Harvest Date 
0-6" 
6-24" 
7 26 
17 
Small Grain 
570 
Fall plow, spring field cultivate 
24,500 seeds/acre 
Lasso & Bladex (15" band) 
Furadan 
25 lbs. 2 x 2 in. starter 
75 lbs sidedress after emergence 
75 lbs. sidedress at lay-by 
October 1 
Results and Discussion: The time to begin planting this experiment in 1987 
was very difficult to determine. There were days during March that met the 
criteria for this experiment mentioned in the methods. We held off 
planting so that it was in the same time frame as the past two years. 
Table 2 reports yields for the different planting dates for 1987. The 
yield potential of the two hybrids is quite different. 
For the first time in the three years of this experiment. we have broken 
the 200 bushel per acre barrier. The data does show trends similar to that 
of 1986, and with the long, warm growing season you would not expect to see 
7 
Table -F 
Hybrid 
PIO 3732 
Effect of Pla,!l,. 11g Dute or 
Relative 
Maturitv 
101 
A[e£1 H 
- - - -
151 
Corn • ..in Yield1 $£. !"Ann 
Plant.10 L,_.te 
·�j_jri � Ma\' ... ,. ', 1 
bu/A moisture - - -
154 154 130 
.!9 I• 
Jk!1 29 - - - -
129 
Harvest Moisture% (11) (12. 3) (16.7) (18.7) (19) - - - - - - - - - -
PIO 3377 116 204 199 192 166 132 
Harvest Moisture% 14.; 1 17.7, �21.3J (27. 7 .37.JJ 
LSD .05 = lf1 l-11 Acre for differences � .... ween planting date 
within a variety. 
many differences in the data. The first three planting dates, April 17 
through May 7 show no significant difference in yield for either hybrid. 
But, comparing the first three dates to the remaining two, we see a 
significant decrease in yield for both hybrids for the final two dates. 
The fjnal planting date was not planted on time, but two days late, which 
could not be avoided due to weather conditions. But, these two days later 
should not have a large effect on the data. 
Table 3. Effect of Planting Date on Grain Yield for Pioneer 3377 
\ ) ar aver t!t!:) , -- Farm, 1987. 
1985 !L·� t qp., .,. 1r. Ava:. 
Planting '.1 I LI Planting Yiel l lanting Yiel Date Yield Bu/ 
--=D;;a�t:..::e;__--=.;bu=...,.._:!t:.;,__ ___ ..:D:..:ate Bu/_., Date ' ,i·A 
Da1 
: 1 l1 I '1ci ... :r;·- l �:.i .. , 17-·-_;?-:.:.."""':.:.,--· .. -{ ... _·.:·-�1--__;:;,;::...,._. 
4/29 191 4/22 177 4/27 199 4/26 189 .27 
5/7 163 5/1 176 5/7 192 5/5 177 1. 3 
5/14 141 5/14 149 5/17 166 5/15 152 2.5 
5/23 ...;c1'n,3 ;;..1 ___ =s/:....;;2=2'--__ 1_.11 s i_ ·J 132 : rr., u 1 z. � * Bu7.Day r at. I emJ ri , i;::J r 111 E1f" r' a�· 1e n} • 1 planting. Example; 
.27 bu/day is yield reduction for period April 15 through 
April 26. 
Table 3 reports yield for the past three years for Pioneer 3377 and the 
average planting dates and yields for three years of data. Only two years 
of data exists for Pioneer 3732 and is not included for the averages. The 
additional column in the three year average gives the reduction in yield 
for each day planting is delayed. The large break occurs from the average 
date of May 5th to May 15th where yield reductions increase from 1.3 bushel 
per acre per day to 2.5 bushel per acre reduction in yield for each day 
delayed in planting from May 5th to the 25th of May. 
This study will continue in 1988 and after harvest we will be able to get a 
three year average for the early hybrid and continue to work for a long 
term average for the late maturing hybrid. 
For more information contact: Dale R. Sorensen, Research Manager, 
Southeast Research Farm, RR 3 Box 93, Beresford, SD 57004, (605) 563-2989. 
S.E. FARM 
REPORT 
DATE OF PLANTING EARLY, MEDIUM 
AND LATE MATURING CORN HYBRIDS 
D. Sorensen, B. Lawrensen, D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 87-3 
Summary 
Three corn hybrids (early, medium and late maturity) were planted on 
four different dates. Yield reductions were not as dramatic as 
planting date was delayed compared to previous years. The reduction 
in yields that occurred for the third planting date could be 
attributed due to pollination during the extremely warm weather during 
the later part of July and into early August. 
Methods: Three hybrids with varying maturities (Pioneer 3901, Pioneer 
3732, Curry 1466) were planted on four planting dates (May 1, May 11, 
May 21, June 2). Other management factors concerning the study are 
reported in Table 1. 
Table l. Crop Management for EML Study in 1987. 
Soil Test Results 
1986 Crop 
Tillage 
Seeding Rate 
Herbicide 
Insecticide 
Nitrogen 
Harvest Date 
�6" 
6-24" 
N03-N P R 
----------------lbs/A---�------
9 16 530 
14 
Soybeans 
Fall Chisel-Spr1ng field cultjvate 
20, 000 
None 
Furadan 
75 lbs sidedress at lay-by 
October 2 
Results and Discussion: Because we have two studies that deal with 
planting dates for corn. we manage the two studies differently. For 
the Date of Planting Corn study, all management factors are kept at 
optimum levels. In this study, some management factors are kept at 
lower levels; such as fertility, herbicide and seeding rate. 
Table 2 .  Effec.t of Planting Dat e on Early , Medium and Late Maturing 
Hybrj d:-:. ,  SE Farm, 1987. 
Hybrid Relat j ve 
Mflt urity 
PI0-3901 93 
llarvesl tfoifst ure 
PJ0-3732 101 
Harve.st Moistlffl' 
Curry-!�6b 1 10 
Harvest Moisture> 
---------bu/acre @ JS% n:oi�turc-·- - - - - - - ------ --
129 1 11  107 1 1 2  
( 13.3) ( I S) (18) (24) _ .. - - .. -
1 23 1 ,0 
( ] 4 . 3) ( 1 8 . 5) 
152 141 
( 1 8) ( 2 1 .  3) 
----- -------· - -----· .. -.. 
- - -
] 1 1  
-
( 19 . 8) 
J 24 
( 27 .8)  
122 
(27 .3 )  
101 
( 50 . 3 )  
I.SD . O<; = 17. bu /,\ t>etween planting dates w j  thin a hybrid. 
Yi <'J ds for 1987 are reported i n  Tab] e 2 .  As C'an be seen from yiel ds,  
t he l evels OTC' dose hut not to the samt:" l evd a.$ the Date of Planting 
Corn S t udy repo1 Led in 87-1.  
For the 9:\ day hybrid, the first planting date had a significan t ly 
hii;;hf:r ;i�ld than the l ater planting dates. The 101 day hybrid had 
fe: wC'r differencC's uncl it is hard t o  say if th� lower yit•ld for Ma}' 21  
i.s  t rue. The fina1 date is i;imilar to the first two plantjng dates 
whjrh docs not explain the dccrea�e in yield for the third planting 
d�te ,  It  may be  t ha t  this datf' was pol l i nating about the time of  our 
hot spt-11 this  sun:mer.  which occ:urred from about Jul y  26 to August J .  
'J't-,e 1 lU day h;-hr i d  h�d �· much hi gher yield potential and yie l d  
ciecr<.'a.u·d sign i f i l ;i ri l l }'  after tht• second planting dutc .  A n  error wa� 
mad(· curing t'.arvc·:,1 for t he fourth 1.Janting date. I t  shou] d not have 
b<:011 li.,rvE'ht<.·d b<·rausP i t  was not physjologically mature . The yield 
mo) b<11,;e heen hi. : :h·r  i f  left i n  t t,c fif' l d  longer . I\ut t a killins 
(rosl occun ed Oc I oher :-i which w.:1i:. only the day after thj s experiment 
\,;.i�.  h:rvest ed . Th r efore, this hybril.1 would not have accumulated a 
t: i l,nii i cant mao1 : 1 · t. uf dry r.iat ter Eifler t his dat e ,  but it would have 
dr.i <:'<1 clown , 
For r.,< r<> info1 il,nt i m, nmt ac:t Dole Sorensen, Soutlwasl Research Farm, 
fW ] Fox 93, lkr ( '� (  ord • SD 57004. (605) 563-2989. 
1 0  
S I LAGE REMOVAL & SO I L  DEPLET I ON 
D. Sorensen, B. Lawrensen � D. DuBois 
G. Williamson 
SOUTHEAST FARM 87-4 
Sununary 
The effect of stover and grain removal compared to only grain removal has 
been studied for several years. In 1987, there was a 61 bushel response to 
the addition of fertility whether in the form of livestock manure or 
commercial fertilizer. There was no difference between the types of 
fertility treatments, and there was no difference in yields when the grain 
and stover have been removed each year compared to removing only the grain 
and leaving stalk residue. 
Methods: In 1987, manure was applied et a rate of 10 tons per acre t(l 
specified plots and incorporated with a field cultivator (April 20). All 
other cultural practices are given in Table 1. 
Table 1. Cultural Practices for Silage Removal and Soil Depletion, 
SE Farm, 1987. 
Planting Date 
Hybrid 
Seeding Rate 
Herbicide 
Insecticide 
Harvest Date 
May 5 
Pioneer 3704 
24,000 
Dual + atrazine PPI 
Furadan 
September 22 
Those plots that were designated to be fertilized received nitrogen at a 
rate of 150 lbs, per acre. No phosphorus was applied to the fertilized 
plots in 1987. 
Results and Discussion: Grain yields in this particular study are the best 
we have seen for several years. This is a lower area, with poorly drained 
soils and has been �xtremely wet during most of the growing season the past 
several years , Grain yields and harvest moistures for 1987 are reported in 
Table 2. 
11 
Table 2 .  Grain Yields and Harvest Moistures for �ilage Removal and Soil 
JlepJetion Study . SE Farm, 1 987. 
·---------
Method of 
Crop P.er1oval 
Stover + G1ain  
(;rain Only 
Crain OriJ y 
St oV(>l & C:1  aj I I  
Grc:1i n Only 
Stover + Crain 
Grain Only 
Stover + Grain 
Fertility  
Treat ment 
Fertil:i 2.er 
Fertilizer 
Manure 
rfonure 
No Manure 
No Manure 
No FertiJ izer 
No Fer ti l:i zer 
Grain Yield narvcst 
bu/A @ 15% Moisture 
132 A* 20.5 A-t.· 
U2 A 19.S A 
125 ti 21.0 A 
123 A 20.8 A 
72 R 25.3 
7) B 25.8 
65 BC 25 . 8  
59 c 26.5 
i� Yields and E,rain rr.oisture followed by thf.' same J e t ter arc not 
sj gnificcir. t ly di fferent at t.ht• • 05 J eve 1 .  
H 
B 
B 
B 
The· 1 c.·spon.sc to 10 ton.$ of J:1<1nuni to  t ht"' acre or 150 l b �  per ac re nj trogen 
W<.'H <'qual i n  f j na l  y j el<! and harvest moistui e .  But t thP non-manun� and no 
frr t i. J i .z(·1 plc t s  wne sigrificantly lower i n  ) iE>lt!. Averaging across a l l  
t n:,: 1 L r,1(•11 t s ,  t h(•n:• was e 6 1  bushel n•ponsc� t.n t h<." addit:i on of some t ype of 
fu l i l i t } ,  1-hetl:er it be in t hE-• forn; of manure or nitrogen fertili:?er . The 
m;lnl!H' t I C·atl!lent does show a ft.�w bushels less j n  yiel d ,  but not larf,e 
e11()l•1�h to lie sitr ificant 1 )' different. It may be posi::ible that we may be 
j 1 1:.:;t ..:. fe'I-, pounds short on nit rogen when co111paring thf' manure to  the 
rd t r 1•1-.,e11 fertili zer. 
Tl · < ·  t:!-.l<· of fertil i ty (manurn <ir N f erti Hzer) al so f.ignificantl y reduced 
p ,1 j n  r.o i st ure ,;t kirvest . This rc-doct ion :i n  t,r�in ri:oisture is due 
i,r i i ;,:r i I y to i•l,o�,phorus rath<•r thfin nitrog�n . The pho!=:phorus levels are 
cc11:; i d(!rubly hi t;Lcr- on thP r.mnur� an<I f<'rtil:ized plots compared to  the no 
mam!rt', 110 h�1 t i  l i .:f:r plot$. Phosphorus was not applied to the f.ertil i1:ed 
Ji tuts i II J 9f'i7, lil•caui,:;e with a soj l test the phosphorus level would call for 
uc, r c< or.1r.1c� r.cut1<1n for phosphoruE! ft>rtilj 2.e1 for the- desired yield goal in  
thi.� <·x1 l·rimc>nt . 
for furt h<>r infN ITlatlon < ontact : Dale Sorernwu, Southeast Research Form, 
•:R ] Hox 93, R( r <·�iford, SD 57004 ( 605-563-2989). 
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SOYBEAN VAR I ETY AND ROW SPAC I NG 
D. Sorensen, B. Lawrensen, D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 87-5 
Summary 
A new soybean variety and row-spacing study was initiated in 1987. 
The study was changed to include 36" rows and drilled (7°) and 20" 
rows were dropped from the study. Past research had shown that 15 
inch skip-rows were narrow enough to optimize yields. In 1987. yield 
differences were not as dramatic between row spacings as in the past 
several years. 
Methods: Several changes were made in the soybean variety row-spacing 
study in 1987. The new study consists of two varieties and three 
row-spacings. Varieties used were Corsoy 79 and Wells II. The 
row-spacings consisted of 36 inch rows. 30 inch rows and 15 inch 
skip-rows. Drilled (7 inch rows) and 20 inch rows were dropped from 
the study. Past research had determined that 15 inch skip-row was the 
narrowest row-spacing required to optimize yields. All management 
factors for the study in 1987 are given in Table I. 
Table 1. Crop Management Factors 
St�dy, SE Farm, 1987. 
Soil Test Results 
1986 Crop 
Tillage 
Planting Date 
Herbicide 
Harvest Date 
0-6" 
6-24" 
for Soybean Variety Row 
N03-N - - - -
15 
65 
Corn 
p 
-lbsfA-
66 
Spacing 
K 
880 
Fall plow. spring field cultivate 
May 8 
Lasso + Amiben, pre-emerge 
Seotember 28 
Results and Discussion: Soybean yields for 1987 were above average. 
Yield results are reported in Table 2. Compared to past years. 
differences between row-spacings in 1987 were not as large. For 
Corsoy 79, each decrease in row width gave a two bushel increase in 
yield. 
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Table 2. Soybean Variety and Row-Spacing Yield Results, 
SE Farm 1987 
Variety 
Corsoy 79 
Wells II 
----
-
- LSD ( .OS) 
Row Spacin:, 
- -bu/A � lJ Moisture -
47 49 51 
40 42 39 
= 3 bu/A for differences between row-spacings 
within a variety. 
Therefore, the only significant difference would occur when decreasing 
row width from 36 inches to 15 inch skip-rows for Corsoy 79 in 1987. 
For the past six years, we saw a significant increase in yields when 
reducing row width from 30 inch to 15 inch skip-rows. This, could in 
part, be due to the type of growing season. A long warm growing 
season created a large amount of vegetative growth for Corsoy 79, 
possibly making row width less important in 1987. 
Wells II responded quite differently than the Corsoy 79. The yield 
potential for Wells II is less than that of Corsoy 79, and 30 inch 
rows were just significantly better than 15 inch skip-rows. This is 
qui tt• surprising considering Wells II is a non-branching type plant 
unlike Corsoy 79. It would be expected that Wells II would respond to 
the narrower rows than Corsoy 79, but it was the opposite in 1987. 
This study will be continued in 1988 to see if trends continue in this 
direction. For more information contact: Dale R. Sorensen, Research 
Manager, Southeast Research Farm. RR 3 Box 93, Beresford, SD 57004, 
(605) 563-2989. 
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DATE OF  PLANT I N G  SOYBEANS 
D. Sorensen, B .  Lawrensen , D .  DuBo i s  
G .  Williamson 
SOUTHEAST FARM 87-6 
Summery 
Soybean yields for 1987 were not affected as greatly by p l anting cnte 
as in 1986. For Corsoy 79. there was no differ�nce in pl�nting dates. 
For Century 84. the final planting dAte had sjgnific.antly ]o\..·er yields 
than the other three dates. This would be exp<'c-ted for �1 J ,:te group Tl 
bean compared to Corsoy 79. 
!'1,ethods: This is the second year of looking at thf' pfonting date for 
soybeans :i n  Southeast South Dakota. Tht:' study consists of two scybcar. 
varieties and five planting dates. Tn J 987, an error :in t,.�,ed handling 
occurred which eliminated the fifth planting date. This study is 
set�up to have one planting date ea1 l ier than normal. or.e date at the 
recommended start for planting soybeans and the remaining dates beins 
delayed after the recommended start. date for Southeast South Dakota. 
Table 1 reports all management factors for the study jn 1987. 
Table 1 .  Management Factors for Date of Planting Soy Leans. 
SE Farm 1987. �-----:.t-....: ... ..  _________________ .., _ __ ____ _ _ ____ _ 
�Soil Test Results N03-N _ _ _ ___ _  f.. . K 
- - - - - - lbsi'A-- - - - - -
Tillaf>C 
Past Crop 
Herbicide 
0-6" 21 so 490 
6-24 11 38 
--- - ------Ri dge-1'i�------
-
---
--- ---
Corn 
Sencor/Lexone, Early Pre-Plant 
Dual 15" Band 
Basagran Post-Emerge 
Phosphorus 25 lbs. 2 x 2 in. starter 
��H_a_r_ve_s_t _  D_at�eF-������--,;;
Sf��� ).2..___��-������� 
Results and Discussion: Current rec·ommendations for beg>nning to 
plant soybeans in southeast South Dakota i s  around May 10 . Therefore, 
our goal has been to begin planting soybeans in this study during the 
last week of April. In 1987. �e were able to start on Aprjl 29, with 
the following dates falljng on a 10 day interval. Table 2 reports 
yields for soybean plantjng dates in 1987. 
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Table 2 ,  Date of Planting Soybeans Yield Results, ----- SE F rrm 1987. 
'forl t AurH 29 
Corsoy 79 5 
·<uy 9 ·' r IQ Ha1 29 - DU/A € l moisture - - - -
5 43 45 
Cen�urv f.l 41 40 ·9 �J 
l..8D ( • O�) - �-L-, a_c_r_e---:f::-o-r�d-i
""'
f
..,,
f e_r_e_n_c_e_s-�n-r,,,,-. -,n p'""!l�a-n-t"""i_n_g __ _ 
dates within a variety. 
Due to the ideal growing season, we did not see the dramatic response 
to planting date for soybeans in 1987, that we saw in 1986. Corsoy 79 
was not affected by planting date in 1987 regardless of planting date. 
Century 84, which is a few days later than Corsoy 79 did have a 
significant decrease in yield when comparing the first three planting 
dates (April 29, May 9, May 19) to the last planting date (May 29). 
This reduction is due to the lateness of the variety and possibly the 
extremely hot weather in late July, occurring during the reproductive 
growth stage of this planting date. 
This study will be continued in 1988 to continue gathering data for 
soybean planting dates in Southeast South Dakota. For further 
information contact :  Dale Sorensen , Research Manager, Southeast 
Research Farm, RR 3 Box 93, Beresford, SD 57004 (605) 563-2989. 
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ALTERNAT I VE CROPS AND FORAGES 
A. Boe ,  C . H .  Chen , K .  Robbins 
D .  Sorensen 
SOUTHEAST FARM 87-7 
ROW-SPACING EFFECTS ON FORAGE YIELDS OF COWPEA AND MUNGBEAN 
A. Boe, C. H. Chen, and K. Robbins 
Introduction 
Cowpea and mungbean are drought-tolerant, warm-climate, annual 
legumes that have potential to produce high quality forage during the 
summer in our region. Both species are utilized for hay end silage in 
the southern Great Plains. 
Materials � Methods 
An experiment was planted on 16 June 1987. Populations of 
approximately 200,000 plants/acre were established for cowpea and 
mungbean in 3 row-spacing ( IO-, 20-, and 30-inch) treatments replicated 
3 times in a randomized complete block design. The cowpea was a 
black-eye type and the mungbean was a green-seeded type. Dry matter 
forage yields were obtained on 14 August 1987 when plants were in late 
flower-early pod stage. 
Results � Discussion 
Cowpea produced significantly more forage than mungbean across all 
row-spacing treatments. Forage yields for both legumes decreased 
significantly with increased row-spacing (Table 1). These preliminary 
data indicate that intra-row plant competition (I-inch compared to 
3-inch intra-row plant spacings for 30- and 10-inch row spacings, 
respectively) was an important factor influencing vegetative production 
during the summer of 1987. The same experiment was also conducted at 
Brookings in 1987 and similar results were obtained. Although these data 
represent only one year of experimentation, the high forage yields 
produced by these legumes over an approximately 60-day growing period 
during mid-summer indicate they may have potential as late-planted 
forage crops in southern South Dakota. Experiments involving more 
varieties and cultural practices are planned for the future. 
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Table I. Mean Dry Matter Forage Yields For 2 Annual Legumes Grown At 
Beresford, SD in 1987. 
Leaume* 
Cowpea Mungbean 
------tons/acre-------
2.5 a 2.2 b 
10 
Row-spacing �inches)* 
20 30 
-------------tons/acre----------�---
2.8 e 2. 3 b 2.0 c 
* Means in same row followed by a different letter are significantly 
different by LSD .05. 
ALTERNATIVE FORAGES RESEARCH 
A. Boe and D. Sorensen 
Approximately 5 acres of SD 100 teff (EnigToat tef), a warm-season 
annual grass selected from an Ethiopian introduction, were planted on 
June 16, 1987. The purpose of the planting was to provide hay for a 
feeding trial comparing SD 100 with millets and Sudangrass. An 
excellent stand was obtained and approximately 2.5 tons/acre of forage 
were harvested at early head on August 24. SD 100 has looked promising 
in forage yield trails at Brookings and Highmore, but animal performance 
data are needed before its value as a forage can be accurately 
determined. 
A research project on fababeans was also initiated in 1987. Four 
varieties of fababeans (Aladin, Ackarperle, Herzfreya. Outlook) were 
drilled in 7° rows on April 28, and harvested for forage on July 22. 
This date was about one month later than recommended, and is evident in 
forage yields for 1987 as reported in Table 1. 
Table l .  Dry Matter Forage Yields for Four Fababean Varieties, 
SE Farm. 1987. 
1.088 A* 
- - - - - - - - - ,;-ons/i\c:r - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 . 364 A 1 . 323 A 1.244 A 
* Means followed by the same letter are not significantly different 
at the . 05 level. 
Ackarperle and Herzfreya are newer varietal releases and were slightly 
higher yielding, but not significantly higher than the older varieties 
Aladin and Outlook. This research will be continued in the future and 
planting date effects will also be studied to determine how early 
fababeans need to be planted to optimize yields. 
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I NFLUENCE OF FERTILIZERS AND L I ME ON CORN 
PLANTED ON H IGH TEST I NG NEARLY NEUTRAL SO I LS 
J. Gerwing , R .  Gelderman , D .  Sorenser. 
B. Lawrensen 
PLANT SCIENCE 87-8 
Introduction 
Some farmers in South Dakota are using potassium, sulfur, micronutri�nt 
fertilizers, and lime on soils which have a high soil test. The South 
Dakota State University soil testing lab would not predict an economical 
response to these materj als when soil test levels are high. A soil 
testing lab comparison study conducted each year for the last seven 
years at the farm has shown that applying a combination of the8e 
nutrients as a group was not giving an economj ca] respon�E=> on corn. 
Each individual nutrient alone, however, was not compared to a check 
plot. In 1987, a demonstration was implemented at the Southeast Far� to 
show the effect of each of these commonly used nutrients on a high 
f ertiJ ity soil. 
Materials and Methods: The demonstration was established on the SE Farm 
just east of the offjce building. Soil type at the site was �n Egan 
silty clay loam. Egan soils are well drained soils formed in silty 
drift over glacial till. 
Soil samples were taken to a depth of two feet in the spring of 1987. 
Samples were divided into 0-6 and 6-24 inch depths. The SDSU testing 
lab did regular and micronutrient analysis on the surface sojl and also 
nitrate and sulfate analysis on the:! subsoil (Table 1). The site ha<' 
been in barley in 1986 and was fall moldboard plowed. Secondary ti l l ��€ 
( field cultivation) was done in the spring immediately following 
broadcast fertilizer application. Fertilizer and lime treatments �re 
given in Tabl e 2 .  Treatment one received no fertilizer. Treatments 2-7 
received 115 lbs N and 50 lbs P205 per acre as recommended by the snsu 
soil testing lab for a 140 bushel per acre corn yield goal. In adc�ition 
to N and P. treatments 3-6 received either SO lbs K20. 25 lbs sulfur. 5 
lbs zinc or 2000 lbs lime per acr�. Treatment 7 received all fertiliz�r 
materials. Each treatment was r�plicated 4 times. 
Pioneer 3475 corn was planted on April 24 at 24. 500 seeds per acre. The 
herbicides and insecticides used were Lasso+Bladex banded over the rO\, . 
and Furadan. Plots were hand harvested on September 9. 
Results and Discussion: Soil test levels (Table I) for potassiuo,. sulfur 
and zinc were high. The SDSU soil testing J ab would not pr�dict an 
economical yield response to the addition of these nutri ents. The pH at 
the site was 6 .4. Lime would not have be<..>n recommended by the SDSF soil 
testing l ab. 
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Yields and grain moisture at harvest are given in Table 3. There was a 
significant increase in yield when nitrogen and phosphorus were applied. 
There were no further increases in yields when potassium, sulfur, 
or lime were applied in addition to the nitrogen and phosphorus. 
moisture at harvest was reduced when nitrogen and phosphorus were 
applied but no further reduction occurred with the addition of 
potassium, sulfur, zinc or lime. 
zinc 
Grain 
The results of this demonstration support SDSU recommendations that 
potassium, sulfur and zinc fertilizers should not be used when soil test 
levels are high and that lime should not be used when the pH is only 
slightly acid. 
lalile 1 .  Son TPst Leveh, 1987 Hlcronutrient and Lime Demonstration. 
Regular Soil Tests 
"1111 !I i.·, ftl 
l llCIIHI. 
��------�����l·'---��S=a=l�t�s 
--- I ·--- 4 lmlho/cm 
0-6 
6-24 
12 
57 
:.!2 550 3 .2  t, J 
j.:.J!l'-t '--�--,,';;....,.-�---
Other Soil T�sta 
In C:u Ca tlg 
:------·1•H1. ·--------------I r I 
0--6 20 1 .)9 106 C.2 I , 92 2788 788 
6-24 1o2 
T;:ihlc 2 .  F<:rl i l i ,·,·1 'l't t-j l,u{•nls,  )'J!:7 tl i  �ron1111 icnl 
(lt... :014.>I ,l ral i vh .  
I!:J.m II 
l lJ 
2 I I 'i 
3 I I'> 
4 l h  
5 J 1 ', 
- ---
0 
'>O 
)ll 
',() 
SC) 
II ul Im 
� ,·, ----
(I , , 
I )  () 
'.il) 1) 
II :n 
I) I) 
an.I U,r.c 
b•'!. 
ll (I 
II 0 
ll 0 
0 0 
) 0 
6 I J ', ',ll 0 I) (I 2(.(10 
7 l J ' ·.u so 2.5 "> 2000 
Table 3. Coru (;1ai11 Yields and Mot�111rc, 1987 tlicronutrient and 
l.!11.>e Dcmo11slnlt i 011, 
f.rill n Crain 
Fertillzcr 1r.,allntnl Yield tloisture 
lb/A Im/A % 
None Dl A 1 /  23.4 Al/ 
115 N. so P:m"> 172 ll 20.1 -B 
l l 5  N ,  50 P:.!ll'J, 'iO K20 172 II 19.7 B 
l l�  N. SO P�u•i, :! ... > s Iha I! IR.:l II 
l J .'i N ,  50 )'11J ' •  "> Zu lb8 ti 19. 7 ll 
I I) H, 51! I' JO'.>, !(11111 /.i 11,c 1 7!, II 19.� ll 
J J ;, N ,  50 l':.:'.0'>, ',11 Klll, 25 s, � Zn, :!000 l,1 nit.' I (.,')  II 18.1! lJ 
I/  Y11:ids ouJ 1;1,lin nir•:,,• urt. lo] 1 011,· <l hy lh,· i;,1111" J<,tl,·1 at <?  not 
significan t ly  d if lN,·nL ut l11t· .05 lt!vt! l ,  
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A COMPARISON OF SEVERAL SOIL  TESTING LABORATORY 
FERTILIZER RECOMMENDATIONS - SUMMARY REPORT 
R. Gelderman , J.  Gerwing, P. Fixen 
B. Farber, B. Lawrensen, D. DuBois 
PLANT SCIENCE 87-9 
Introduction 
Many soil test laboratory services are available to South Dakota farmers. 
Although accurate figures are not available. it is estimated that 20-30 
percent of the soil samples taken in South Dakota are tested in commercial 
laboratories. Most of the remainder of the samples are tested by the 
state's  land grant college laboratory located at South Dakota State 
University at Brookings. Some samples are tested by bordering state 
universities. 
The purpose of a soil testing laboratory is to evaluate the nutrient status 
of a soil and provide a fertilizer recommendation to meet the needs of the 
crop. This recommendation must also be economical. It must be profitable 
to fertilize the crop. 
Variations in fertilizer recomrnendatins between laboratories have been 
known for some time. These variations are a concern to many. These 
differences may be due to at least two factors : ( I )  a difference in 
analysis results, or (2) a difference in interpretation of the results. 
The objectives of this experiment were to make comparisons of soil test 
recommendations from several laboratories. The effect of the 
recommendations on yield and fertilizer costs per acre are also to be 
evaluated. 
Methods and Procedures: 
The experiment was conducted at the Southeast Experiment Farm east of the 
office building. The soil at this site was an Egan silty clay loam. Egan 
soils are well-drained silty clay loams that formed in silty drift over 
glacial till. This was the seventh year for the continuous corn 
experiment. Each plot is in exactly the same place as the previous year. 
A yield goal of 120 bushels/acre corn was set for the experiment. 
Soil samples were taken from the experimental site in the fall of 1986. A 
composite soil sample was taken from each lab treatment area . mixed . dried, 
and sent to the appropriate laboratory. None of the labs, including the 
SDSU lab, were aware that these samples were to be used as the basis I�r a 
comparative study . The samples were sub-divided jnto 0-6" and 6-24" 
samples to evaluate nitrate-nitrogen. All fertilizer recommended by each 
lab was assumed to be needed and applied. 
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The experimental site was fall plowed and field-cultivated prior to 
planting. Pioneer 3475 was planted at a rate of 24,500 seeds/acre on April 
24. A11-('-fl5P,� fi.drvP!'H porml.at:�m• -rnn 1!U & JI l3--.. r tholl.D.dfiu f1l11J1t11 per ar;:rie. 
lhirb-1 cid.t- coMist�d �f T &.So/81 dEX bnndr!tl. Fu:r11d.nn ws uaerl for cootw--ot"m 
control. 
Fertilizer treatments were broadcast and field cultivated on April 15. 
Fertilizer and lime costs were estimated averages paid by farmers in the 
spring of 1987. They were set on a per pound basis as follows: 
Nitrogen $0.15 
Phosphorus $0. 18 
Potassium $0.12 
Boron $2.00 
Zinc $0.97 
Lime $28.00/ton* (excluding transportation) 
*Tons of effective calcium carbonate equivalent (ECCE) 
These values were used to calculate fertilizer/lime costs per acre. 
Application costs were not considered. The treatments were arranged in a 
randomized complete block design with four replications. The plots were 
harvested by hand on September 9 with 2 to 3 rows of kernels from 12 ears 
taken for moisture determination. 
Laboratories had been labeled as A, B, c. and D in the past. These letters 
correspond to the following labs: 
Results: 
A - Harris Laboratories, Lincoln, Nebraska 
B - A & L Midwestern Ag. Laboratories, Inc., Omaha, NE 
C - Servi-Tech, Inc. , Dodge City, Kansas 
D - Iowa State University, (ISU), Ames, Iowa 
Results of soil tests for 1987 are reported in Table 1. Some of the 
variability between labs can be explained by the differences in fertilizer 
applied from past years. 
Recommendations for 1987 from each lab and the cost of the fertilizer 
recommended are reported in Table 2. The fertilizer costs varied from 
$21.54/acre to $62.89/acre. 
In general, yields were very good in 1987. The check was only 57% of other 
1.!Ltlds (T.11,lc J,.  'fl . ..., I.eel "'''" .. 1in ·tcantl) t1ilffrrt1.nt !rom M .he:r lab 
t.cenment.:.• . The S.W:ll t.rr-1...c:I!nt- �.J..gJ'J1 -am: 1 }' • ,•,.ie:r \ q bu/,\ l L�HTI t.� 
Servi-Tech treatment in 1987. No other significant differences existed 
between treatments. The yield difference here can ' t  be explained based on 
fertilizer treatments, since both treatments are very similar. Servi-Tech 
plots averaged 22 pounds more residual nitrate-N than did the SDSU 
treatment. However, the A & L treatment was also higher in residual 
nitrate with no significant yield advantage. 
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The seven yi•ar total yields and f ert i J j 7c,r costs are also shown in Tahlt> 3. 
Total yields are very similar with the (·xception of the c:heck. Total 
f E:'rt ilizer costs het'ween treatments for the seven years of th(• experiment 
are very di ffne.nt ranging from $185 t o  $421 per acre. This difference i& 
reflected in  t he total dollars returnf!d from odded fertilizer (Table 3) . 
Conclusions 
This was the last year of this long-term study. The data from the 
experiment ,  along with others conducted by SDSU and other uni versities is 
very similar . Some soil testing laboratoriE>s are not making the most 
economi cal fertilizer recommendations possible even though soil test 
n.•sults are similar . In a l l  studies, including this om·. the universi t y  
lab for the area is providing the mcist economi cal recomm<·ndat ions. Some! 
private testing labs are also doing t•n excellent job. The data would  
indicate that a farmer using labs other thar, th(• area universi t)' labs 
should he cautious. They should he sure the lab• s recommt>ndation (!oes not 
vary greatly from the area universit y recommendation�. ff i t  co�s. 
al t ernate rt•commendations shou l d  be sought.  
1'abl e I .  Soil test resul ts from 1987 SouthE.•Ast F'arlfl J..,b 
Comparison Study . _____ ..... ____ .._ ____ _ 
Measur�ment SDSU 
Nitrate-N, lbs/A-2 '  32 
O.M. , % 2.8 
Phosphorus, lbs/A 33 
Potassium. lbs/A 490 
pH 6 . 1  
Salts, nunho/cm 0.4 
Zinc. ppm 1 .  77 
Iron, ppm 56 
Manganese, ppm 38 
Coppt-r. ppm 2.3 
Sulfur, (S04 ) .  ppm 35* 
Boron, ppm 0 .9  
Magnesium. ppm 707 
Calcium• ppm 2333 
Sodium, ppm 
CEC. me/100 g 
*Average for 0-2 feet. 
Harris A & L Servi-Tech ----------- ---
26 60 54 
2.7 3 . ]  2.9 
48 46 42 
580 576 (158 
6 .5  6.4 6 . 2  
e . 3  0 . 3  
2.3 1 .8 1 .  2 
77 63 85 
39 25 23 
l . 6 1 . 6 2 . 1  
10 24 14 
l .O  0.8 
715 742 729 
2528 2006 2605 
22 16 
19 19 22 -------- .--
2 3  
ISU 
46 
652 
6.i 
l . 8  
14 
Table 2. Suggested fertilizer recommendations for 120 bu/A corn. 
Southeast Farm. 1987. 
-----------------LAB------------------
Fertilizer Nutrient SDSU Harris A & L Servi-Tech !SU 
Nitrogen. lbs/A 122 120 135 125 110 
Phosphorus, lbs/A (P205) 18 55 35 30 45 
Potassium . lbs/A (K20) 0 30 60 0 0 
Boron. lbs/A 0 0 1 .0  0 0 
Zinc. lbs/A 0 0 2.0 0 0 
Lime . ton/A 0 0 1800* 0 0 
Fertilizer Cost/A $21.54 $27.90 $62.89 $24.15 $24.60 
*Effective calcium carbonate equivalent .  
Table 3 .  Influence of laboratory fertility programs on yield 
and fertilizer costs. 
Laboratory 
Check 
SDSU 
Harris 
A & L 
Servi-Tech 
ISU 
Sig. of F. 
c.v. % 
------Yields--
1987 7 Year Total 
bu/A----
77 A* 495 
132 B 719 
135 BC 704 
135 BC 715 
141 c 735 
137 BC 731 
0.0001 
4 .9  
r�· n l  7 Year 
Fert .  Coets/A Return** 
.- � 
184.74 263 
342.47 76 
420.72 19 
208.85 256 
280.36 192 
* Yields followed with the same letter are not significantly 
different at the 0.05 level. 
**Return is equal to value of yield increase above check minus 
fertilizer cost . Assuming an average of $2.00/bu corn over 
the 7 years . 
For more information contact: Ron Gelderman or Jim Gerwing. 
Plant Science Department. Ag. Hall . SDSU, Brookings. SD 57007; 
( 605) 688-5121. 
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lfEI T I LLAGE AND ROTAT I ON EFFECTS ON S O I L  PHOSPHORUS AVA I LAB I L ITY TO CORN Manj ula Vivekanandan and P. E. Fixen 
S.E. FARM I" 
� 
PLANT SC I ENCE 87-10 
The "Fallow syndrome" is a phenomenon that has been recognized in 
the northwestern corn belt for many years. Past experience has shown 
that severe early growth problems of corn occur when this crop is 
planted in a field that has been fallowed the year before. Previous 
studies carried out on phosphorus (P) requirements of corn and soybean 
following fallow, have shown tremendous early season growth response to 
starter P on both crops. The question remains as to what specific 
effect fallowing has on P nutrition. Mycorrhizal effects or labile 
organic P effects could be involved. Little information exists on the 
effects of crop rotation and tillage and associated fertilizer P 
application on the distribution of P within inorganic pools. 
This study was initiated in 1986 and has the following objectives : 
To determine the influence of tillage and previous crop on: 
1. soil P availability to corn; 
2. labile inorganic, labile organic and soil solution P ;  
3. and on mycorrhizal infection levels of corn. 
Methods: This study is located on the Southeast Experiment Farm on a 
Viborg silty clay loam soil. Viborg soils are deep, friable, moderately 
well-drained soils developed in a silty cap over glacial till. 
The study was laid out in a split-plot randomized block design with 
four replications. Treatments were as follows: 
I. corn on mechanical fallow (fallow/corn rotation) 
2. moldboard corn/barley rotation 
3. moldboard continuous corn 
4. ridge plant continuous corn 
5. ridge plant corn/soybeans rotation 
Each plot was split to receive P fertilizer treatments: 
lbs P205/A (P non-limiting condition) as concentrated super 
The P treatments along with 20 lbs Zn/A were applied in the 
after which the study area was disked and plowed. Rotations 
systems were established in 1986. 
no P vs 520 
phosphate. 
fall of 1985 
and tillage 
The study area was planted to Pioneer 3475 on April 23, at the 
seeding rate of 24,500 seeds/A. A Lasso and Bladex band was used for 
weed control and Furadan for insect control. A split application of 
liquid nitrogen as 28-0-0 was made at a rate of 75 lbs N/A at emergence 
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and another 75 lbs K/A at lay-by stage. In the ridge plant system 6-R" 
ri d&es wPre huj ) t  duri ng final c11 l t ivat ion (corn 18" tall) . Corsoy 79 
soybeens a�<l Bowman barley w�re used. 
Pan;mt.' ters measun�d WC'r<! early dry matter v1oductio11 and P u1,1take , 
leef P concentration, date of silkinc. grain ) i eld , grain moisture and 
!itr,n::r ·, t;: J -1 .  �,, J I 'I'' ''I' l 1 JI& 1111 roi.,f • 1r,,p-1 TIE lo'('•Tf rJr,.ur rr. r,.!"i.t:..;:i l l j .  
·:r, .... 1 ll!:!i uur� L 1b,c u l  dq t h  �nL nlllll c. L  oJ ).. _•1' , 2-.4" , i,d ii-611 h,f 
anal ys; s of J a bile inorganic and l A bU e  organic pho�ph()rus fractions. 
Root s�mples wer� �stimated for mycorrhjznl infection rat e .  Corn yield 
was dct cr111i net: by hmid hElrvestirig of 20' of the center two rows . Plant 
mid �oiJ anal ysi �; wen• not completed at th,� t ime thj  s I e.port was 
Wl'l t 1 (• J I ,  
Resul t s  and Discussion : SoiJ t est P level� for the check P and 520 l bf. 
P205/A t reatments at th� beginning of study (Spring 1986) averaged 24 
J hs/A and 89 l b.s/A respec.t ivel y .  SuhstantiRl ear l y  season growth 
( 6- J eaf s t ar.e) respc1n.sc• in corn to P was obsc,rvecl in all  crop rotations. 
In thf; (allow rotation there was a 384% i ncreas� in early dry matte1 
prod, ctiou (Table> 1 ) .  This was followt::-d hy the barley/corn rotation 
( ! 1 97.') and continuous corn (53%) j n  the molboard p l ow (MP) system. In 
L bL· r j <\,e j,Jant (RP) system the respon�,f' was comparat i vely lo'Wer than in 
t l w  tiF �}stem. In t h<> RP systt>m continuot1s corn showed greater resvonse 
(23�) than 2 t;nybf'ni1 corn rotation ( 8% ) .  The ranking o f  early dry 
matt�1 r�h1 m=�C' ugr��d with t heor�ti raJ cxpcctationH based on 
mycorrhi;·,il 1 (· latio1:ships. Tht> st c:g� in now set to dt·termine why these 
difi�r en< C's occur . 
ncotr of �-i l kj ng r<'sponsE" t o  P as affected by previous c rop and 
t i l lacF i s ti,cn in  Table i.  Silking date wos d�layed by P deficiency 8 
day�, �) dayt-. c.lnd -� d<1ys respc:c t l ve 1 )· for fallow. barlf·y. and continuous 
rot n t  i <,11�. in the: ; ' (' �}'�t er: .  tfo P (.�ff,·cts or. silking date• \¥ere !lleasured 
tn I h<· r.p sy�tC'TI,, 
t-:,corrhhal ml fo� al tht· 6-le!c.f stac(· "1ns sign:ificant l y affected by 
< HJ!; r ot ation �mr' t i lJagf! Sy.stems (Tahfr 3) . As expect ed ,  mycorrhizal 
illff·cti c,n r<1U: 1,m � hicher i n  Ll ic RP syst�m when cor.1pared to the MP 
systl"m.  It i�; il l t c ·resting t.o note that ,.d t}dn the MP system there were 
diffrr C'ncc•s in j nJ < ct ion for different crop rotations. The fallow corn 
t otaL ion had t hf· l owE:'sl ratint which was expected because there "-8S no 
ho.st µ l ant for m:, 1 01 1  hhac during t he fallow perf od.  This was follo-wed 
by t h(' lnuh,y/corn Hltation wherE,' there i s  c1 part ial  fallowing effect 
exµcric-ncc-<.l sine(' ln•rley w�1 s harvc,i:,;ted il'I Jul y .  J n  the RP system 
cent inuolls cnr n and �(1y be<'ln/cc,rn nit ,•t ions resu] t t�d i n  $imilar 
infr·cti om; , bo th  o f  ,, l iich wc·n.� h:i ghE:-'r than the MP system rotat:i on� . 
C1 ,d n } i eJ rl r C'st•o11�e8 <li<ln' t fol low t he trend observed j n early dry 
1;;at t t-r prolluc t i on .  Then• were �d gnHj cant yield responses to P observed 
for corr, following faJ J ow and for cont::inuous corn in the MP �ystelT: and 
in  c.0ntinuo1,s c or n  in the RP �ysten,. AJ though there was a tremendous 
F�r l )  Growth resr�nse t o  P observed for d ifferent crop rotations and 
t i .lfa5e systems. t he crop appPared to catch up later in the se._:isc,n thus 
1 1ot reflec:t l n[; t he· same vattern j n  grain yi�ld rcsponsE! . 
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Table 1 .  F.R rl y growth re!>ponst� of corn to P n� a ff ectcd by r,revious 
_ ____ crol? at the Sc.1..utheu9t_J�2�l,_D1 .. c ... n . l . .. f""'''.;;.;;1r_m i u  J<Jn7. 
Tillage Pr<?viou�. 11'1r}.l'.-.lll owt:h 
syst cm CJ"� Jl() P1:!.f) ------
�fol dhoflrtl 
MoldboanJ 
Hold board 
Ridgeplunt 
Ridgeplant 
F11 l J,,w 
l'.,1rley 
Corn 
SuybN1ns 
Corn 
.. _ar !l.!1'.!L .1!£.1" l 2 
11 • (, �(). 1 
20."> 41, . 11  
30.8 4 7 . J  
47.6 5 1 . 3  
28.7 35.4 
Tnt.:r<!ase 
1
---
� p m1t.s.. ""
44 . �  384( 1 )  
24 . )  1 19 
16. '.$ 53 
3. 7 8 
6. 7 2] 
( 1 )  Dry matter productJ.on at 6-leof stag(• t:xprcssed as: 
(1'520 - PO)/PO x 100 
CV • 14.2%:  1.5D .JO • 6.7 g 
Tt1ble 2.  Date of eUking re:o;pc,nse of corn to P as affected by previous 
Crop/tillage Ol .!.ru:...S!�L_l-__ �·__ •1' !
°
iW• 11\ .ar. �lli-"'1 ....,_ ""°'----"- ---
Ti J .l ugc !'rev iuus SJ J .k] !!& l>nt c• 
:sy ts l cm c. rn p l 'C) l''i:W ..;a.a'"'-o:,J)
..,..
j �ff�e-r_e_n_c-�--
..-................ _________ ;.;;...;......._ _____ :: ----J11 t )" .:-::. --- ---daya--
FuJJ ow 
!'. ,1 l (•}' 
r..,rn 
Sc,rht·a: :; 
\.{H'Jt 
l l '.l ($ 
r , ... ,L, 
"/ 4 3 
c 
j 5 0 
6 6 0 
t:oldboanl 
�k· 1 <lb:) tl J 
tio 1 c! he,, rd 
r.idgeplont 
!l.�1...;:.PJl!�� l 
i:(i,1y �ox of pl.nils haJ'
-
vTsTI:'i� -:; i l I.;,,. 
1:l,t:d, 
i'r�vious 'fj 1 1..1£<.' 
systc11, 
Moldbcaul 
Moldbo.:rd 
Moldhu,ir«1 
Ridg�pJant 
Rj dceplant 
----- _______ cro1, 
111y< \JJ rhl..al 
:i11fection 
1 1.1t ind l) 
CV • W:t 
11;0 . 10  .. 0.21 
1-'.1 l low 
Ila r l c•y 
<.:orn 
Soyhcons 
Corn 
1 . 2'.I 
. �.o 
I . 7:l 
.88 
.07 
( l) J t o  5 wlth 5 ir1di<.uting ?"·.J% j 111<:ct1011. 
Table 4. Influence.> t'lf cro1•1>in8 �y::iten1 t111d P on groin 111oistur� and grain 
TJllagc 
' Ll.ru 
yield o.C L.!:TT I 
Prcvio•·� 
, ,l 
0111 
l "ift11o11,r • 
- - -
I l � ! . 
Hol ,tb.>ar,! 13..irley 
Mot�ihoc1nt (;orn 
Ri,lgeplaut Soyl,1:.111::1 
:. i dgeplunt C:orr, 
-· LS I) •• JO  ___ _ 
i 1llu . t 
I 
J.1\.6 
I '.i.  2 
19 . l  
:· 1 . 1  
r ""1 I' I-. 
---;--;-r-...!,!.!11111  �.l,J 
I t, 11 ' I 
I"' Ji1 - Sj;- �!).'0 _ :,�S� 
l 1 1, l 170 29 
) ').  J 1:n lbO 7 
I b.  7 J .!7  l "" ,,v ·11 
20.4 ]'fl) ,,� -i. 
1 :�. I l 'JS I 'it, :: l 
·--·--- I S  
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RES IDUAL EFFECTS OF P FERT I L I ZAT ION 
P. E. Fixen, B. G. Farber, R. H. Gelderman , 
B. Lawrensen and R. Nettleton 
PLANT SC I ENCE 87-11 
SUMMARY 
Several states in the North Central Region have established long-term 
phosphorus studies. These experiments were designed to evaluate the 
residual effects of P fertilizer and also generate P soil test calibration 
data in a situation where a range of soil test calibration data exists in 
one soil. These data are extremely useful for evaluating year-to-year 
fluctuations in crop response to soil test P and establishing response 
probabilities at one given soil test level. Valuable lessons can also be 
learned from such studies that relate to short-term and long-term P 
management decisions. 
Methods: The long-tern, P study in South Dakota is located south of the 
office building on the Southeast Experiw.ent Farm near Beresford. The soil 
is classified as an Egan silty clay loam (Udic m lD5tall). Tilese are deep, 
friable, well-drained soils developed jn a silty cap over glacial till. 
from 1964 to 1967 five rates of P (O. 10, 20 , 40, and 80 lbs P/A) were 
broadcast and plowed down annually to establish a range of soil test levels. 
Various crops have been grown in the study wjth the major ones being corn 
and alfalfa. A couple years of soybeans and sorghum were included over the 
22-year period. Since 1982 the study has been planted to corn and moldboard 
plowed each fall. 
The study area in 1987 was planted to Pioneer 3732 on May 8, 1987 at a rate 
of 25. 0 00  seeds/A. Weed control consisted of a preemerge application of 
Lasso and Atrazine. Furadan was banded for insect control. A split 
i!J;1lin1uo11 of JlH r(igen "1S !b-0-0 v mnde- vith •j l.h!lO LLJ:. �rg.vncc ilnd 75 
lb!,/A u� lny-�y. 
RESULTS � DISCUSSION 
Gener2l.2oil test changes: Table 1 shows the changes that have occurred in 
selected soil test properties over the past 22 years. Soil pH (0-4") has 
declined from 6.0 to 5.4 and may be at a point where a small response to 
lime addition could be seen. These soils normally must be quite low in pH 
before lime response is measured due to high subsoil pH and abundant 
exchangeable cations with limited exchangeable or soluble aluminum at any 
given pH level. Organic matter has remained constant while ammonium acetate 
extractable K has declined 150 lbs/A (still interpreted as very high). 
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Tahl� I .  Chanprs in soil test results over 22 .x=��nrs�-.��------:=-."!!."�--� ____________ _...., _____ 
O
".:'"
r
_
g
_
a
_n_i,....c 
____ f�f-a_y_& Kurtz �f.OM: 
Year pH Matter No. 1 P I 
% -.::.--- ----------------
-
--_-l
..,..
b
-
s/_,.A
-
-----------------_-_--
1964 
1986 
Depth 0--\ 
6. 0 2.7 16(1) 597 
5.4 2 . 8  15(2) 455 
(1) Rep 4 excluded. 
(2) Check plots only. 
lni l.1.nl  �01 1 ��st P n..voraged 16 lbsJ� for reps 1 to 3 and measured 17, 14, 
ltJ, onif 25 lb ... 'A for :r�ps l t.trroug.lJ ., respectively. Part of rep 4 is a 
'l'otonlw IW d ,UT&,tnqu:ic erqii!l1iall) .. ith a lower pH and with considerably 
n1or:p P nrH ially. 1 hi? chect.; pl O't ft rnn this rep had dropped to the leve 1 of 
the- «. nhnr- rr.p.s by 1973. i::��11tinB \' no change in soil test P levels 
Or'C'ILl"red ove:r l..lle- '.12-yetit pETiod tar chree of the four reps . 
1,•,c:rt:..il!.z?-T I f!:'"e:cu or1 �r-ai.n y1e l d and ll!Ois t:un c:cmtru1 • • Corn grain yields 
Wl!.l" nol 1.uflti?.:nc-ed b1 .. oil rLa!il F !-�vf!-1 dl :L.:rt.:11� in 1987 . Grain moisture 
content . however. decreased from 23% at 15 lb/A soil test level to  20% at a 
59 lb/A soil test level. 
Ear leaf samples have been collected annually at silking for plant analysis. 
Table 2 shows the average P concentration found at each soil test level for 
1982-1986. 
Table 2. Influence of soil test P level on corn ear leaf P concentration, 
1982-1986. 
Soil Test Yeo: 
-1s!El {lJ 198'..I 198.J 1986 l':IP'"'. 1986(2) A,·ermtr: .. lb/A --� p 
15 0 . 26 0.21 0.25 0.22 0. 18 0 .  22 
1 7  0.29 0 . 2 1  0.26 0 . 26 O. l 7 0 , 24 
19 0.25 0.22 0.28 0.25 0 . 16 0 . 23 
31 0 . 25 0 . 23 0.30 0.27 0.19 0.25 
59 0.26 0. 24 0.32 0.31 0.24 0.27 
( 1) Summer 1986, 0-4,r-
(2) Average of 2 reps 
1(! ,rn yl •lds frou::. 1952 tJuo�gn 1987 aho,... toot. tlm 31 lb/A 0011 t:�-·n l(?i.�1 h1Hi 
11Vl!TS�t�tl ' Lu,f. r- rt: c.ortl t.h.ao tJ11:. '" lll{A l ... \r,) 11'.a..b .. e- � • 'TI:'i.;..l:>.l- co.to 8U'.O 
show that the response to P varied considerably across years with no 
response in 1982, 1983, 1986 and 1987, a small response in 1984 and a good 
response in 1985. This illustrates that P fertilization needs to be 
evaluated over a long-term pertod. Residual effects oC the P fertilizer (in 
this case applied 20 years ago) cause this input to a, r in part as a capital 
investment like tile installation. The cost of P fertilization should not 
be attributed to a single crop because benefits may be seen for several 
years. 
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Table 3. Influence of soil tc:.-st P level en corn grain moisture in 1987 and 
'SC1il I'=Elt 
p u.i'llcl 
lh.R/A ( ] ) 
15(L) 
17(M) 
19(M) 
3l(H) 
59(VH) 
grain ,1ield in lQG;;-toSJ. 
Gnri.n Yield 
19&2 1q�u Hml l'Jl!S 1986 
tiuht :�) 
97 102 103 119 113 
103 97 101 117  113 
94 103 102 126 111 
93 106 109 131 113 
84 107 117 129 114 
(1) Bray and Kurtz No. 1. Summer 1986, 0-4" 
(2) At 15.5% moisture 
G:r'3in NolatUrL 
!981 .1 V.!l_. 19a1 . 
108 107 22.7 
112 , 107 22.2 
107 107 22.0 
113 111 20.8 
115 111  19. 6 
For more information contact: Paul Fixen, Ple.nt Science Dept. , Ag. Hall .  
SDSU. Brookings. SD 57007: (605) 688-4774. 
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EFFECTS OF STARTER FERT I LIZATION OF CORN 
UNDER VARYING CULTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONDITIONS, 198/ 
Paul E .  Fixen and Brad G.  Farber 
PLANT SCIENCE 87-12 
Few B8ricultural areas of t he United States contain the diverse set of 
cl imatic conditions found in South Dakota. The warm humid environment of 
the southeast corner grades into the semj arjd central and western reaches of 
the state. South Dakota farm�·rs grow corn i n  the most varfobJ e climate 
found in the corn belt. Yield levels vary tremendously across years and 
locations, ranging from no groin (harvested for silage) to over 200 bu/A. 
Superim�osed on thjs variaulP c limate we fjnd an increasingly diverse 
set of cult ural practices. Areas that have historically been moldboard 
plowed now may be chisel plowE·d . disked, rid8t:- planted with no adclitional 
tillage, or even planted with no tillage a t  all .  Most information available 
indicates that an increase in this diversity j s  J j kely in the future. 
The efficacy of starter f�rtilize1 on corn in South Dakota t at thi s 
time. is exceedingly difficult to precict. Recent studies in South Dakota 
have shown that the :importanct· of starter fertilizer increases when tillage 
is reduced. However, other dcta shows that under certain environmental 
conditions, starter fertilization can actually decrease corn yields. A need 
exists to better predict the probability cf both positi ve and negative 
starter responses under the variable climatic, cultural. an<! soil conditions 
of South Dakota. 
!)kuectives: 
I. Develop a model based on field data that predkts early sea£on corn 
growt h response to starter fertilizer. 
2. Develop a model that predicts the port,on of early growth response 
that carries through to total dry matter production at �aturity and 
grain yield. 
3. Develop starter response probabilities for geographic regions of 
South Dakota. 
Methods: Arrangements were made with coop�rating farmers to plant the 
experiments. Two treatments were included at each of 19 sites (with and 
without starter) and planted in strips across the fielc. The paired strip$ 
were repeated four times to provide an estimate of natural variability. A 
multitude of soil, crop, and weather parameters were measured and cultural 
practices were recorded in order to describe in detail the total environment 
of each site. Some of the parameters are reported in Tables 1 through 6. 
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Results: The sites are sorted by t i llage system in Table 2 and throughout 
this rt'port .  Residue cover fol low:i ng planting was quite variable between 
sites but generally increased with l ess tillaie. Bulk density ( weight per 
unit voJ wue ) is a measure of natural soil density and compactjon and also 
varied acros�. sites (Table 2 ) .  For the te><ture classes in these studies, 
bulk den�ities ar(' considered nonlimiting up to Approximately 1 . 4 .  Root 
growth is �)ertially  restricted fronr J . 5  to l . 6  and drops off rapi d l }'  after 
1 . 6  is reBched. Out of 19 sites, 5 h.id hulk d€'nsiU.es that were part j ally 
restric t i ve ( >  1 . 4) �omewhere in the top 1 2  inc�cs (2 'chisel si tes. 2 ridge 
til l  sites. �nd the no-till site) . 
(,pneral �oil test s are repor ted in Table 3. Soj 1 Zn levels twre in the 
n�dium cotegory at 8 sites and in the l ow category at one locatjon t however, 
no defjciency symptor.1s were noted at any location. 
Sod t est P le vels c1n• reported in  Table 4. Hot h Bray I and Olsen tests 
w<?rc' run on all samples, but because the Olser. tc8t consistently gave equal 
or lc,wer values rhan the Bray I t est . only the Bray I values are repo1 ted 
h£•re. SoH test levels ranged fr om a loti. of 5 ppir. to a high of 139 ppm. 
Ei [,hl sit('s tcs1 (.'<] over 20 ppm \./he-re no P respons<' j s  expected . Many of the 
rc-clucP<l t i l l  sites showed Marked Htrat :i fication of soil P while others wen� 
not sPverPly � t ratified. 
�.'al.er use across site� varic·d froni 8 . 2  inches in Sully County to  over 24 
inc hes c.11 an irrigated silt' in L.akt' County (Ta.1.>le t ) .  The relation.ship 
i..:l't WC'<.'n water and grain yiE>l<I is shown j n Figure 1 .  Once 3 inches was 
: t'achcd . yield increased 9 bu per inch of acld:i t ional water. Approximatelr 
1,3% c,t the variation in yield bet\.m<.•n si tcs was due to available water when 
t hret' sites were excluded (80. 87.  and 92) . These three sites had unusually 
high water use effid ency .  
Ear J y  growt h res1,onse, grain yicl<l te.-sponse, and total d q· mattet (gr ain 
p.1 us  st 1>vt•r) re!;pon�.e are reported i.n Tab] e 7 .  l::�rly growth response to 
starter occ ur1ed at !O site� out cf 19 .  Six of the 1 0  sites gjvi�g early 
growtt, rcS(JC11:s<� sh<i\< 1 ·d  :i ncreaf'it?S j n total dry mat te1 production wh:i lt:> three 
site�. �:hO'l.:e<l ;,;r; inn t·�SC:' in total dry 1N=1ttE·r but no increase in early 
growt h .  Crafo } i(: lll i ncrc•f1sc•s oaurrc:d a t  five sitci:: while: a yjf>ld dE:'crease 
app0,1r«>d at on(• loc;:1..l,,1 1 . The average yiC>lc incrense at rE>sponsive sites 
W.1$ V i  hu/A. 
l 'n l i.ke t h< ·  p.wl .',L'veral years, t he major foctor influencing starter 
rc:-;ponsf' i n  19B7 w.:i: soH t e�,t P level ( Fj g ,  2) . A J l  sites giving a 
�1t, i i -i fjcm,t  y:ielll i 1 1crea.se h�1d soil t est P levE.>l s J csi:: t han or equal to 16 
ppm (J2 l bs/A ) .  Tn the previous three years (84-86). �t arter response on 
corn j n  eastPrn Sou t h  Dakota .:ippeared to  oc.C'ur regardlf'ss of soil tf'St 
1 €vd . th:i.s was not the  case in 1987. 
S1m,mary :  
Sinc F this i s  ttr first 1 car of " 4 or 5 y�ar project �o conclusions can 
b(· c.!n,M! u:.lati v(• t o  pre<licting �• artc•r r<.>8ponse . Apparenr ) y .  ttw 1987 
w<:i:! l l :n· H.:,t. suc-h l ha t t rut• "starter0 yield responsc�s did  n<) t occur but 
rather I lw j nC' rea::-<"� r.,ec1sured were simply due to efficient applications of 
phosphorus on low P soi l s .  
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Table I .  Si 1e locations Rnd corn hybrid used. 
_ .,._,._ ----- ·- --· ··-- --- - .. . ..,. __ .,.. _ 
Site !'l.111t ini: Pe-lol iv«' 
... 1(o�unty ____ Cr,01.m1 al or ...... ··- D<!!tc _l.h±r_id llalu r i lL 
!?187 Campbel I l'�ut l\' 4 �,'1e(:� 5/14 Pi otl!'er 3790 9.l 
au:1 Roberts r.,,t, l'::17. 5/5 '.iiP,cO J58S 92 
85€<7 Cr ant Bruce- >:n�c I 11rid 5/1 Si11co J,t86 BS 
795; Clay 5.[. ra,"' 4/3:J rinnccr 3HI IIS 
8281 Bcdd l e  IJ�nnis Cronin 5/11 Kel t jen KSI 14 1 14 
918i' Sully IJ�v id  Tru:nbl e 5/16 Pioneer 3965A 85 
8981 Potter RalJlh llolzwar th 5/2 Pioneer 3790 93 
TO Bi Brookin11s Eld- D11 l o  U26 Mal I ard 105 
7113i' Union llnn 111 l'.':OO 4/25 Pioneer 3.J75 I 10 
,,n;· Lake P.011 A l verson 4/22 Pioneer 3H5 1 1 0  
n97 Clay S .  I:. fMIII 4/28 Northrup King 4325 104 
120; Hand R.  & D.  Bou um 5/17 Jacqu�s JX97 95 
H97 Spink Di 1 1  S t .  C l a i r  4/29 Curr ics  ),t66 1 1 0  
7567 l11ke Dou11 Er ick!lun 51> 0 Paymaster 2900 95 
j!:,[\i' BrookinP.s Scott V1111dorTia I 4129 Pi oneer 3732 Jll l 
8787 Spink o�vid r/,i lson 4/27 Ke I t  jen K'51 090 }09 
Sefli Spink D,1 11 id  Nr.Json 5/3 Kel l jen Y.51010 102 
90!:>7 Cran I Jerald Zubke 514 Pioneer 3737 95 
7�97 Brown O!lnn i s  Dinr,er S/7 SeedTec KX3400 92 
Ti1ble 2.  Residue cover end bu 1 k den11 i t i  es in  1987. 
51 te< Ti I t •  
1 rrev. R11-si<i • [h,1 I Ihm; i 1, �- B.D. 
., .. &-t __ Crop Cover -;-T � �2 0-6 0-12 
" 11,/cm 3 
8187 MP 11Wheat 2 1 . 2  1 . 2  l . 3  1 . 4  1 . 2  1 . 3  
B!i87 Cll bar I ey ., I .  I I .  3 1 . 2  1 . 2  t . 2  1 .2 
8587 CH 'JO)' I S  I .  2 I .  4 J .  s ) .  . I .  3 1 . 4  
7981 Cl! :IOY 1 9  I .  I I .  .. I .  3 1 .2 ) .  2 1 . 2  
8287 CH corn 25 I .  3 J .  5 ! . 6  I .  s 1 . 4  1 .5 
9187 DK 11ll0 J O  l .  3 J .  ,4 I .  3 1 .  3 1 . 3  J . 3  
8%7 DK corn 39 I .  2 I .  3 I .  d I .  2 I . 2  1 .  3 
7087 Rr soy a J . O  I .  2 1 . 2  1 .  '!! I .  I 1 . 2  
7187 Rr soy 23 1 . 1  1 . 4  I .  3 1 . 3  1 . 2  J .  3 
7787 RP 1oy 45 I .  D I. I 1 .3  ).  2 1 .0  1 . 1  
9287 RP soy 21 J . O  I .  I J . 2  I .  3 1 . 1  l .  2 
7287 RP corn .. J 1 . 4  1 . 4  1 . 4  1 . 4  I .  4 . . ...  
7467 RP c11rn 48 I . )  1 . 4  1 .6  1 . 5  1 . 3  I .  4 
7587 RP corn 86 I .  I J . 1  l .  I I . 2  I .  I I .  I 
7687 RP corn 14  LO 1 . 2  1 . 3  1 . 2  I .  I 1 . 2  
8787 RP corn Si I .  D 1 .2  1.3 1.3 I. I 1 .2 
8887 Rf corn S'.> 1 . 2  J .5  1 .6  J .5  1 . 3  1 . 4  
9087 RP corn 28 1 . 2  J . 3  1 . 3  1 . 2  1 . 2  1 . 2  
7887 Kr wheat 83 I .  3 1 . 4  1 . 5  l .  s 1 . 3  1 . 4  
---
I 
IF =  11oldboard plow, Cll � chisel plOill, DK :  disk, RP = ridge plant, 
2 NI' = no t i l l .  
In row at growth slage V 12. 
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Table 3 .  Ceneral soi I test result• at pl•ntlng. 
� _..fl . -tl,l'Jm, Drlir-r-; lq f, ! 11'1, In 
!',j · �  l}.J' 
;: 
:'-i ' ff.ll[ h[ .-� --!'. i ii- � 2-11-
---lbs/A---- " ----ppai----
8187 119  51 , ... 1 .21  82S 7 .8  1.1 7.6 7.9 
8687 u� C8 4.0 2.ZO 400 7.C 1., 7.5 7.7 
8587 ,r� 29 3.4 0.76 130 6.8 6.S 6.7 1.0 
7987 49 34 2 .9  0.80 260 7 .2  7 .0  7 .2  7.4 
8287 100 66 1 .5  D.61 153 7.6 7.9 8.0 8.0 
9187 36 11, 2.4 0.59 358 7 . 1  7.0 7. I 7.C 
8987 109 20 2.9 J . 69 538 7 .0  6.9 7.0 7.0 
7087 69 30 3.5 D,82 JSO 7.0 6.6 6.8 6.9 
7187 63 3o2 3.J 0.61 210 7.0 7.4 7.S 7.6 7787 1 1 1  39 3.7 J .U 213 6 . 9  6.S 6 .4  6.5 
9287 117 149 3 .5  J .  26 303 7.8 7 . 13  7 . 7  7 . 7  
7287 109 51 2.0 0.49 273 (. .  � 6 . 4  6 .6  7 . 3  
7487 53 9 1 . 6  0.96 150 7 . 5  7 . b  7 . 7  8 . 0  
7587 sz 27 3.9 0.86 215 6.9 t. . 5  6 . 8  7 . 3  
7687 85 62 3 . 5  J .  57 265 5.fl  S 9 c.. 2 6.8 
8787 no 161 3.2 3.63 700 6.6 (.. 3 6.6 6.8 
8887 IOI 77 2 .0  1 .00 21l (i . 6  6.7  6.8 7.0 
9087 158 47 4.6 l .  75 512 6.9  6.7  6.6 6.7 
7887 1 16  59 2.9 0.49 196 7.8 7.8 7.9 8.1 
Surf•ce (ea(ures were all  fine or 11edii. (Mchanic;•I analy:.i:. h,u. not Jct 
been COllplolcd). 
� 2-3' 
l 2-j,5' 
Table C,  
fil.! p 
8]87 
8687 
8587 
7957 
82i!7 
9187 
8967 
7087 
7187 
7787 
9287 
12a1 
7,1�/ 
7�S1 
16:Jl 
?�ft, 
:::·,·� i' 
IJ03l 
l8!3i' 
Phosphorus soi I test (Bray I J resul ls "'I pl ,m I i  ,,r: ---
(fl'<[ I,., I d,us_ . . .... 
. . 
11-.1 l-LI- !I• ___ 9-J2 ··-··- - - ·  I? ·?t 
--·-------------··-·--ppm···----------------�·--·-
H 56 36 3 
160 JIB 145 4 1  
21  10  8 s 
8 6 5 2 I 
29 15 I 2 2 
14  6 c 3 I 
67 30 18  I !i 17  
14  II  3 2 I 
6 3 2 0 0 
23 IS 12 4 3 
34 3,1 6 33 l 
50 s, 25 2 6 
7 6 s 3 I 
IJ  s 5 J I 
74 24 9 t, s 
IH 10 74 2� I 
JS 9 3 ,. 2 
H 21  I £1 I ( I 
IZ  ) J 
3 4  
Avg 
0�6_ 
52 VH 
139 VH 
16  H 
7 t 
22 II 
JO II 
-49 IIH 
13 ff 
5 L 
19 R 
34 W 
52 VII 
7 L 
9 y 
49 VH 
138 VII 
12 M 
33 ,,,1 
9 M 
Teble 5 .  Fertil izer 1pplied •l eeeh site 
i111.1 
!ii te l2Q1 I ., ,: -1 ., 
lochH •• �lb2/A·------------------------
8187 3x2 21 29 0 64 
8687 Z:112 6 27 13 6
2 
8587 3.12 13 34 28 73 
7987 2:112 1 34 0 J57 
8287 2ll2 8 27 0 123 
9187 2:a:1 7 2, 0 2, 
8987 2x2 30 IS !) 225 
7087 211,Z 7 21 1 7 
7187 Od I I  39 0 85 
7787 2x2 15 32 15  235 
9287 2it2 7 25 0 175 
72fJ7 01.0 6 20 0 96 
7487 313 15 so 0 240 
7587 Od 3 6 3 44 
7687 2x0 8 23 8 90 
8787 2x2 a 29 0 128 
8887 2�2 B 29 0 I 2t! 
9087 Oxl.5 6 19 0 131 
7887 211,Z 18 '6 Q 78 
� Posi tion of band rel•tive to seed (to side I t,�· 1 ,,.,.). 
Manured 
Table 6. 
Site 
Precipitation and �•t•r use. 
--So i l  
Cr
:::
ina :uon pre..ij!ilat ion C>f� I i J�I t!!! ILi J e Julf_&il!.�� , tj!l ••••• �II 
22 
,o 
0 
0 
37 
0 
75 
0 
30 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
E•tlm. ...... , 
ll;!?' 
--··----"·---·----------laehas-----·---------···-···------
8187 0.9 1 .2 4.7  0.8 
8687 2.7 3.0 2 . 9  0 . 2  
8567 1 .4  2.6 I .  a 2.!> 
7987 Z.7 3.6  4 .7  I .  4 
8287 0.7 1 . 3  2.s l . l  
918( 0 1 . 5  I .  3 J . 8  
8957 0.4 ••  3 10 .7  ;I . )  
7087 1 . 5  3 .7  4 . 9  0.9 
7187 2.3 3.3 ,4 .9  I .  3 
7787 3 .5  5.3  8 .6  3 .9  
9287 2.7 3.6 4.7 I .  <I 
7287 0 t). 9 I .:? O.t. 
7487 2.0 2 .3  6.6 s J 
7587 1 . 2  2 .2  5 . 8  2 . 1  
7687 I .  7 2.8 S.8  2.6 
87&7 0.4 0.9 2.0 0,7 
8887 0.7 1. 0 2.2 0.7 
9087 1 . 8  0 . 1  4 .8  J . 0  
7887 2.4 1 . 5  6.S 1 . 3  
t - .. . - · - .  Initial - Fin.1,I aol I w•tu c:untenC, 0 
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0 . 5  8 . 1  4 , 4  12.4 
0.9 9.6 3., 1).0 
0.1  6.3 3.0 1 1 .3 
2 .7  IS. I I .  I 16.2 
0 .6  6.9 12.0 18.9 
0 .0 4 .6 3.6 8.2 
o.s 19 .3  -t.O 18.3 
0 1 1 . 0  4 . 8  15.7 
0 1 1 .  7 4 .2 15 .9  
1 . 2  22.S z.s 24.S 
2 .7 1 5 . 1  0 . 5  1 5 . 6  
0 .  I 2.7 5.7 8.S 
1 . 6  17.8 0.4 18.2 
2 .2  13 .5  l . 7  15.2 
2 . 0  1 4 . 9  2.2 17.  l 
0 3.9 4 . 7  8 . 6  
0.2 4 . 9  4 .  I 9 .0  
0 .6  8.0 8.6 16 .6  
0.6 12.l 5.7 17 .9  
t,, 4 I I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
93 
0 
0 
0 
40 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
D 
0 
0 
80 
[h•r.a 
l?!•l ]n 
5 .6  
12.s 
7.2  
9.2  
8 . 1  
S.5 
7.Z 
7,3 
6.7 
9.  J 
12. 1 
8.6 
6.8 
•.  9 
8.9  
12 ,3  
6.7 
6.7 
6.5 
Table 7. Starter effeet• OD. ea,1, 1rC111tth and Jietd. 
Shll' -�.zn;."tLIL� era(n I!i:ld 
Hit· Ch&ek. is,,n ..trt  �•ic. 51,IIJ• � 
---···1raas/plant-·--·- -····-b11/A·-----4·- -----1000 lbs/A-----· 
8187 10., 9.7 ·0.7 70 71 7 . 3  7 .2  -0.1  
8687 18.4 17.3 •I, I 162 165 3 1.5. I 15.4 0.3 
8587 5.7 8.6 2., .. 81 89 e• 7 . 2  8 .0  0.8 .. 
7987 2,5 3.2 0.7 .. U9 163  .. ) 5 . 0  !6 .7 1 .  7 
8287 1s.2 16.9 1.7 .. 153 2'1 -12 J S . 5  tS .2 -0.3  
9187 ,.2 10.7 1.5• ,s 55 10 ,.s 6 . 1  l.3• 
8987 7,8 10.0 2.2 .. 132 135 3 12.s 13,S 1.0 .. 
7087 7.5 8.2 0.7 115 107 8 10.8 10.8 o.o 
7187 2., 2.9 o.s• 107 12, 17u 9.7  J I .  6 1 . 9  .. 
7787 2., 2.8 o.,. 223 218 -s 2 1 . 1  2 1 . 0  -0.1 
9287 2,3 2.9 o., .. 188 190 2 17.0 16.9 -0.1 
7287 9.7 9.8 0.1 73 61 -12 e., 1., -LO 
7'87 ,., 10., 0.5 12, 130 <,• I L 8  12., 0.6 .. 
7587 3.3 6 .3 3.0• 75 110 35u 7 .0  9.8 2.8 .. 
7687 1 1 . 6  l 1 . 8  0.2 153 162 9 1 4 . 6  J 6 . 6  2.0° 
8787 10.6 1 1 . 8  1 . 2  106 93 -13 10.S  9.3 -1.2  
8887 9,3 10.0 0.1 60 53 - 7• 6 . 0  5 . 1>  .o., 
9087 13.2 14.1  0.9 1 12  81  -'31 9.6 7.5 -2.1• 
7887 6.3 7.1  0.9• 116 128 l fH 10 .9 I J .  9 1 , J H 
•• Response al1nific:.ant at 0.10 level . 
• RC"Spol\lle alanffic:,int at 0,20 lev•I, 
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S.E. FARM 
REPORT 
TILLAGE AND LANDSCAPE POS IT ION EFFECTS ON 
CORN AND SOYBEAN YIELD 
T.E. Schumacher, D. Sorensen , Z.  Wicks , 
and G. Lemme 
PLANT SCIENCE 87-13 
Tillage systems which leave a high residue cover on the surface 
generally perform as well as or better than other systems with little or 
no residue cover. This is especially the case on soils which are well 
suited to crop production. However, there has been some hesitation about 
using conservation tillage systems in areas �here soil temperatures 
remain cool and soil moisture levels are relatively high during the 
early part of the growing season. Due to the rolling topography of 
F.astern South Dakota, well drained and less well drained soils occur in 
an intricate pattern across most fields. This study is designed to 
provide information on the benefits and difficulties associated with 
selected tillage systems on soils which have different moisture and 
temperature environments. (well drained vs. less well drained). The 
study also provides information for the corn breeding program on hybrids 
being developed to withstand stress environments. 
Methods: The two soils in the study are an Egan soil located east of the 
farm feedlot and a Wentworth soil located in the lower landscape 
position in the southeast part of the farm. The Egan soil is formed in 
sil t y  glacial drift and has a silty clay loam surface texture. The 
�entworth soil is similar to the Egan soil. however . it is typically 
found in lower positions in the landscape and have deeper silty 
horizons. Last year the sites were cropped and managed uniformly prior 
to establishing the tillage treatments. Tillage systems include ridge 
till (RT), no till (NT), and a fall moldboard plow - field cultivate 
(MP) system. A starter phosphorus fertilizer, P205, was applied to half 
of each tillage plot at a rate of 25 lbs/acre. Early growth, soil 
moisture , bulk density • and root branching were measured for the 
treatments. Yield was determined by machine harvesting the center rows 
of each treatment. There were four replications of each treatment. The 
cultural practices ore outljned in Table 1.  Soil test results were used 
to determine applkntion rates of fertilizer. 'fest results are given in 
Table 2 for the two soils. 
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Table 1. Cultural Practices For 1987. 
Practice 
Past Crop 
Variety 
Planting Date 
Row Spacing 
Planting Rate 
Final Population 
Herbicide 
Insecticide 
Harvest Date 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Pioneer 3475 
May 1 
30 in. 
23,000 s/a 
22,000 Plt/A 
l.asso+Bladex Band 
Furadan 
9-11-87 
Soybeans 
Corn 
Corsoy 79 
May 13 
30 in. 
200,000 s/a 
Dual+Lexone Band 
9-30-87 
Table 2. Soil Test ResultsJ SR,rin__g 1987. 
0-6" 
0-24" 
0-6" 
0-24" 
N03-N P K 
--------lb/A-------
13  
21 
6 
16 
62 680 
21 650 
Soil 
Egan 
Wentworth 
Six corn hybrids were also included in each tillage plot and phosphorus 
starter subplot for both soils. The six corn hybrids were planted and 
harvested for yield by hand. Difference� in stand were corrected using 
an analysis of covariance and the yields are reported as adjusted 
yields. 
Results and Discussion: The residue coverage after planting is given in 
Table 3. The no-till and ridge-till systems had higher surface residue 
coverage early in the season. However, the soybean residue on the corn 
plots was rapidly degraded early in the growing season. 
Table 3 - Residue Cover For EaCf' Tillr..su 5}"Etem and Soil. 
Egan 
Tillage Corn 
W�ntworth 
Soybean Corn So}bean 
----------- -----%-----------------------
NT 
RT 
MP 
55 
39 
I 
68 59 52 
44 40 36 .. 
Yield data for the Egan and Wentworth soils are given in Tables 4, 5, 
and 6. Response to tillage systems differed between the two soils. The 
advantage of the moldboard - field cultivate system on the Egan soil for 
corn is not easy to explain in a year that was relatively dry. However, 
part of the apparent response may be associated wjth establishment of 
the no-till and ridge-till treatments in the current year . The highest 
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yield in the soybean plots was on the ridge-till treatment. Additional 
data must be collected over more years before conclusions may be reached 
on tillage system effects. A starter response was observed only on the 
Wentworth soil. The Wentworth soil envirorunent at this site is likely 
to have a poorer environment for early season root growth. Starter 
phosphorus applications are most likely to give a response in soils 
which are less favorable for early season root growth. 
Tillage Starter No Starter Ave. 
--�--�----------------�-Bu/A-----�-�����-� 
MP 160 158 
RT 145 138 
NT 143 150 
AVE 
Table S. Corn 
Tillage 
149 a 149 a 
Yield on the Wentworth Soil. 
Starter No Starter Ave. 
159a 
142 b 
147 b 
------------------Bu/ A-----------------------------
MP 
RT 
NT 
AVE 
127 122 125 a 
147 132 140 a 
138 127 133 a 
137 a 127 b 
Averages followed by the same letter are not significantly 
different at the 5% probability level using the F-restricted I.SD. 
Table 6. SQYbean Yield Data. 
Tillage Egan Wentworth 
-------------------------Bu/A-------------------------------
MP 51 45 
RT 56 * 
NT 54 46 
* data unavailable. 
Yield data for the experimental hybrids on the two soils are given in 
Table 7. The data from the six hybrids was not statistically 
significant across tillage and starter treatments although some trends 
were observed. Only the yield data for the hybrids in the two soil 
environments are given in this report. There were significant 
differences between hybrids. These experimental hybrids are currently 
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being evaluated by the corn breeding pr(liram for their abil_ity to 
withstand drought stress in dry years, -nile providing high yields in 
years with optimal moisture. Some hybrids responded similarly to both 
soil environments while others tended to yield lower in the Wentworth 
soil. These results will be compared to data from other location studies 
and to an irrigation line source study designed to examine yield 
stability across stress environments. Additional years are needed to 
properly evaluate the effects of tillage. starter, and soils. 
Table 7 - Hybrid Yield Data - adjusted for plant population differences. 
H� !IT!! rrveragl!f!. oi.:f!i' c.illLlJ&C und atBTt::!!r lrC:.<.!.tPU:u-s.::· ...... ------­
Soil 
Hybrid Egan Wentworth 
-----------Bu/A--------�----
1 126 122 
2 136 125 
3 135 134 
4 140 141 
5 130 119 
6 148 134 
The data given in this report should be viewed with caution since this 
is from the first year of the study. However. there appears to be 
significant differences in tillage and starter response. The specific 
response observed depended on the landscape position in the study. The 
annual weather patterns for a particular year may cause these 
relationships to change. 
For more information contact: Tom Schumacher, Plant Science Dept., Ag 
Hall. SDSU, Brookings, SD 57007. 
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1987 PERFORMANCE TRIALS ON SMALL GRAINSJ 
GRA IN  SORGHUM) SOYBEANS AND CORN 
AT THE SOUTHEAST EXPERIMENT FARM 
J. J. Bonnemann 
PLANT SCIENCE 87-14 
Introduction 
Variety or performanc e trials with four major types of crops were conducted 
at the Southeast Far during the 1987 crop year. Data from all trials and 
for other areas around the state are found in publications for each type of 
crop. 
Trj a]s of spring wheat and oats were conducted at the farm in 1987, Table 
l .  Results of the trial are found i n  !Q.. 775 (rev, 1988 Variety 
Recommendati0.[1.§..t.. Small Grain and Flax. 
The 1 987 
Table 2. 
be found 
Trials. 
Crain Sorghum Performance results for the SE Farm are reported in 
Yield results and other data for farm trials on grain sorghum can 
in Plant Science Pamphlet_ #4J .Q.S- CrlU.Il SQ��hum Pt'.'!r'forn�e� 
Soybean trials were conducted at several locations in southeast South 
Dakota including the Southeast Farm. These sites were Freeman. Elk Point 
and Ell h. (northwest of Siou>: Falls). Tables 3 and 4 consist of data from 
just the Southeast Farm. Results for the other locations and other areas 
of South Dakota can be found in Y.t �Rr.f:vJJ_ Q&"� ,�a.r,1,f:!t,I,, 'P£f(JDJ]Ili!'111!.Dtion.:JJ 
Soybeans. 
llver lOLI hrbt"lll� V;re ··�'-'d ln the cor11 Pf!TEot:EIBiu .. L t r1Ll1 .J.oc.ac.� at U1� 
51� l•.,rm In I 'l87. n L:lJ f'.lttbed -fr_gc; IrJ!pra:u.1.i1utc:, 9C ta 19:!3 bu/Gere 
(Tables 5 & 6).  Growing conditions were good in 1987 and dry down was 
considerably better than prior crop years. Yields of all corn performance 
trials in 1987 for all l ocations as well as 2 .  3.  and 4 year averages can 
be found in �la!l�_ Science Pamphlet #1,_]J.§7 Corn Performance Trials. 
More information on these crops can be found by listing the publication as 
underlined. and sending to:  Bulletin Room. SDSU, Brookings, SD 57007. 
These publications should also be available at your county extension 
office. 
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Table 3. Group I Soybean Performance Trial, Southeast Farm. ------ ---- ----
VARIETY MEANS 
Mat Yield Plant Mature 
Variety Name Group Bu/A Height Mo/Da --
Agripro EX1989 l 60.l 45 9/9 
Corsoy 79 CK II 54.5 51 9/12 
Agripro .AP 1776 l 52.9 45 9/9 
Hy-Vigor Kl98T (BL) I 51.9 47 9/12 
Weber I 51 .4  46 9/9 
Hy-Vigor Derby 9 I 51.4 50 9/9 
Prairie Brand PB171 I 51 .0 46 9/7 
Interstate IS622 I 50.6 44 9/7 
Sands SOI EXP 24147 I 50.2 42 9/7 
Weber 84 CI I 50.0 46 9/11 
S-Brand S-38A I 49.9 44 9/7 
Seedtec 701 I 49.7 49 9/9 
Hofler Sapphire I 49.7 44 9/10 
Sands SOI 136 I 49.5 47 9/8 
Riverside 1405 I 49.3 48 9/9 
Hodgson 78 I 49 .0  44 9/6 
Fontanelle 3850 I 48.7 45 9/7 
Sands SOI 166 I 48.3 43 9/9 
Garst 8101 I 48.0 53 9/9 
Mustang M-1150 I 47.8 45 9/7 
Hofler Jade I 47.7 43 9/9 
Sibley I 47.6 45 9/7 
Curry 175 (BL) I 47.1 46 9/9 
BSR 101 I 46.8 48 9/10 
Mustang M-1180A (BL) I 46.6 43 9/8 
Sexauer SX 1020 I 46.4 50 9/7 
Fontanelle 3900 I 45.6 49 9/8 
Hardin I 45.1 50 9/8 
Lakota I 43.4 52 9/9 
Evans CK 0 37.4 40 8/30 
--··---- --
Means 49.0 ,6 9/9 
LSD (.05) a, 5.8 (CV - 8.5%) 
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Arl'll J� (1'.111 l > ) ,  :;outhc•w1l �·nrn•. 
Pct 
Stnlk Perceont rcrforma11cro 
l,nd�!!d Hofrt11rr. Socrt:! Rot.tn� 
1 . 9  15, 1 1 
o.o 14.2 2 
o.6 14.2 4 
o.o 14.0 3 
J .3  13. 9 5 
0,6 14.li 6 
o.o 13.7 7 
o.o )4,2 8 
0.6 14,9 1 1  
0.6 14.5 9 
o.o 14,4 10 
o.o 13.8 12 
o.u 14,7 13 
o.6 14.l 14 
0,6 16.2 17 
o.o 14.9 lS 
o.o 14.l 16 
o.o 14.2 18 
o.o 14.4 ) 9  
o.o 13.8 20 
o.o 14.6 23 
o.o 14.J 21 
o.6 14.2 24 
o.o ]4,6 25 
0,6 13.6 22 
J .3  14.9 27 
1.3 14,4 26 
o.6 13.5 28 
o.o 13.9 29 
o.o 14. J 30 
o.o 14.8 31 
1 .3  14.4 33 
l.3 14.5 34 
o.o 14.0 32 
1.3 14,8 37 
o.o 12.9 35 
1.9 ll.7 36 
o.o JI, .:3 38 
(.1,(, )4 ,(I 39 
o.o 14,4 41 
0.() lJ,7 40 
1 . 3  1).7 43 
0,6 13.5 41 
o.o 13.6 44 
(l,6 13.2 45 
{).(, 14.4 4'-11 
o.o J3.0 46 
(J,0 13,5 
o.o 13.9 49 
J,3 14.9 51 
0.6 13.0 so 
o.o 13.9 52 
1.3 13.6 .53 
J .3  13.6 
0.6 13.0 �s 
1 .3  14.0 S6 
0,5 14.1 
CY - % 13,2 
Table 6. 1987 Corn Performance Trial. Area E(Late) Southeast Farm .. -- - -----·- -----
Type 
-- -·-- - ----
Pct 
and Yield Stalk Percent Performance 
Brand and Variety 
Terra 'l'R1120 
Stauffer S7751 
Cargill 7993 
Curry SC1479 
NC+ 5990 
Northrup King PX9540 
Hawkeye SX56 
Dekalb DK636 
Crow ' s  488 
NC+ 5891 
Custom CFS 7707 
Dahlgren DC-545 
Pioneer 3377 
Wilson 1700 
King K647 
Mc Curdy 7372 
Custom CFS 7501 
Pride EXp 117 
Kaltenberg K7400 
Fontanelle 4280 
Hoegemeyer SX2632 
Wilson lMO 
Pride 7705 
Kaltenberg K7500 
NC+ 4131 
Pride X1137 
Pioneer 3475 
King K5574 
Curry SC1480 
Stauffer S5340 
Lynks DS432 
Pride 6692 
King K596 
Northrup King PX9444 
Supercrost 4304 
Interstate 593A 
Cargill 937 
Interstate 613 
Custom CFS W96010 
Lynks LX4304 
Seedtec ST7640 
Crow' s  442 
Cargill 7567 
SDAES Check 1 
SDAES Check 9 
Means 
LSD ( .OS) 
Cross Bu/A Lodged Moisture Score Ratj rig 
- ------� -----------
L 2X 198. l 1 . 3  
L 2X 190 . 7  1 . 3  
L 2X 187 . 8  1 . 3 
L 2X 184.9 o.o 
L 2X 182 . 6  1 . 3  
L 2X 181.0 o.o 
L 2X 178. 1 3.2 
L 2X 178.0 1 . 3  
L 2X 177 .6  l . 3 
L 2X 177. 2 l . 3 
L 2X 176.8 4.4 
L 2X 176.4 o .o 
L 2X 174.6 3.8 
I. 2X 173.0 3.8 
L 2X 172 . 1  1 .3  
L 2X 170.5  1 . 9  
L 2X 169 . 6  0.0 
L 2X 167.9 1 . 9  
L 2X 167 . 8  0 .0  M 2X 167 . 0  1 . 9  
L 2X 166 . 8  0.6 L 2X 166 .0  3 . 1  L 2X 163.S  1 .3  L 2X 163 . 0  2.5 M 2X 1 59 .4  o .o 
L 2X 155 . 7  o . o  M 2X 152 .0 0.6 
M 2X 150.3  O. b 
L 2X 149.4 3.2 M 2X 148.4 0.0 
L 2X 148.4 0.6 
L 2X 144 . 1  1 . 3  
L 2X 143 . 8  o.o 
L 2X 142 .6  2.5 
L 2X 142 .3  o .o 
L 2X 141 .9  1 .3  
L 2X 141 . 7  2 . 5  
L 2X 140.0 1 . 3  
L 2X 135.9 1 . 3  
L 2X 135.6  o.o 
L 2X 134.6 0.0 
L 2X 131.5 3.2 
L 2X 131 . 4  1 . 3  
L 2X 129 . 1  3 .8  
L 2X 89. 8  3.3 -----
159. 1 1 . 5  
23 .3  
47  
------
16.9 1 
1 7  . 5  2 
) 6.5 3 
15.2 4 
17.3 s 
I 7 . O  6 
16.7 9 
1 7 . 2  8 
J 6 . 1  7 
16.8 10 
17 .0  12 
16.7 l]  
16.5 13 
16.3  14 
16.9 15 
18.2 18 
17.0 16 
17 .8  22  
16.3 17 
16 .2  19 
16.8 20 
15. 7 21 
17.3 25 
15.3 23 
14 .3  24 
17 .6  27 
14 .3 26 
14.4 28 
15. l 30 
14.2 29 
15.8 31 
14 .9  33 
15.l 32 
15 .2  36 
14.6 34 
14 .4  35 
16.8 38 
14.3 37 
15.4 41 
15.4 40 
14 . 2  39 
14.2 42 
15.1 43 
17 .4  44 
13.4 45 
15.9 
CV - % 10.5 
S.E. FARM 
REPORT 
OATS RESEARCH 
D. L. Reeves 
PLANT SCI ENCE 87-15 
Lon Hall. the oat project technician, in cooperation with the extension 
weed specialist. conducted a herbicide experiment with five varieties of 
oats and 16 different treatments. The treatments used five herbicides: 
2 .4-D amine. MCPA amine. MCPA ester, Bromoxynil, and Banvel. They were 
either applied alone or as a tank mix at different rates at the 3-4 or 6-7 
leaf stage. 
The following data indicates where yields were significantly less than 
the untreated oats. 
RATE YIELD 
HERBICIDE lb ai/A � STAGE (Bu/A) 
untreated 57.8 
2, 4-D 1.0 3-4 49.0 
Bromoxynil + 0.38 6-7 47.0 
MCPA ester 0.38 
Banvel + 0.12 3-4 48.9 
MCPA amine 0.25 
Our results from several tests indicate farmers need to be certain their 
oats are sprayed at the proper rate and stage. 
This station is our primary testing site for the early maturity oats. 
All of our experimental lines in this maturity are grown here. This year we 
had over 230 different selections in yield tests here. This station serves 
an important role in helping us determine how our selections will respond in 
this type environment. 
Two regional tests are grown here. The Uniform Early Oat Performance 
Nursery is a USDA coordinated test grown in several states while the 
Tristate involves only South Dakota . North Dakota and Minnesota. This 
station was selected as one of the ten locations in the three state region 
for this latter test. 
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S.E. FARM 
REPORT 
ALFALFA VAR I ETY Y I ELD TEST 
K. Kephart , E .  Twidwell , R .  Bortnem 
PLANT SC I ENCE 87-16 
Three alfalfa variety yield experiments were conducted at the SE Station 
during 1987. The objective of the studies was to determine the yield 
performance of various alfalfa cultivars end experimental l ines when gruwn 
in SE South Dakota. 
The first of these experimentB included 60 cul tivars and was planted in 
early Hay of 1985. Three harvests were obtajned during the 1987 gro\o/ing 
season . and this the l ast year that yield data will be collected from thj s 
study. The average total seasonal dry matter yield for this experiment wa.s 
6.44 tons per acre with a range of 2. 21 tons per acre (Table 2). Al though 
there was one less harvest in 1987. Average dry matter yields over the 
three year duration of the study ranged from 6.0 to 4 . 7  tons per acre per 
year . 
The second experiment was established in early May of 1986 and consistt•d of 
42 cultivars. Similar to the first study, three harvests were obtained for 
the 1987 growing season; however, the average total seasonal dry matter 
yield was 5.92 tons per acre (Table 3), about one half ton per acre less 
than the first study. This difference in yield was primarily caused by the 
inclusion of some extremely winterhardy cultivars in the secor.d expf·riment 
which typically express a lower seasonal yield than less winterhardy types. 
The differences in yield bet\o/een 1986 and 1987 reflect typical yield 
increases in the second year of production. 
The third experiment consisted of 35 alfalfa cultivars and was planlecl on 
21 April 1987. A single harvest was obtained on 22 October. after a 
killing frost. The average dry matter yield was 0.76 tons per acre with a 
range of about 0.5 tons per acre (Table I). There was no significant 
difference in yield among cultivars. Additionally t the study was cut once 
in July; however . yield data were not determined because of extremely  weedy 
conditions. Most of the weed svecies were annual grasses, and apparently 
n im:--0ni,i:;t!!-!u::v ii 'l.'Ee-:1 :;11ppre-.!i!!don 1,rus. c.X.\lt-t'ienc� rrtJra thr -P,£<-._.l lm.11 
lu.!:irb.i.c1Je 'Ept:w11 -1:!.t. ll rate of � U. n:t,' . 
Results of these studies are useful in selection of alfalfa cultivars for 
forage production. Measurements of forage yield taken over several harvest 
or years of production are usually more useful than are averages from a 
single harvest. Also. yield data from the seeding year is of limited use 
because differences associated with winterhardiness will not be expressed. 
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Examination of the 3-year and 2-year average yields for the first (Table 2) 
and second studies (Table 3). respectively. reveal that no single cultivar 
stands out as being superior. Most of the higher yielding cultivars in 
these two studies are relatively modern and have moderate (not extreme) 
winterhardiness. Improved disease and pest resistance is one of the major 
advantages of using modern alfalfa varieties. The major factors to 
consider when selecting an alfalfa cultivar include multiple disease and 
pest resistance, moderate winterhardiness, high yield potential ,  and cost 
per unit of pure live seed. 
For more information, contact: Kevin D. Kephart or Ed T-widvell, Plant 
Science Department, SDSU, Brookings, SD 57007 (60.5-688-4751, or 688-4754) .  
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'fable 3: 1986 Alf�lfa Variety TrJ�l. So�lhe11t  Reeeorch Statton. 
�resford, sr. 19111 
------
ii'Jl"i<, 1987 ror•t1e Ylt'ld(Tone �1)A1" 2 
Variety ---
Spnta 
Crown 
Dart. 
Salute 
UK I 3S 
RS '.31, l 
sx 424 
DK 120 
Su11a1.t 
Ci matron 
G 2861 
F lU VVlt 
Sll 217 
IIP 45 
S4)2 
Nat,nu• l')u• 
IIL 22S 
Dru .. or 
Arrow 
SurpHa 
'>26 
tl'TO N82 
CH 7"7 
RS 7890 
II l SOl 
LL 3387 
Mlle 
WI, 320 
532 
!agle 
ltS 3309 
II 168 
Dynnty 
Olds ·99· 
HTO S82 
HeJnrtch'• 
Epic 
R111bler 
Ver nil 
Rangehnder 
Roer,u 
Dry lander 
A11er.a• 
LSD (O.OS) 
2•Cut Cut. l 
TolQI '>/20 
2,75 2,91 
J.28 2,40 
2.77 2,67 
2,8J 2,61 
2 ,Rl  2,80 
2,45 2,91 
2 .n 2.�4 
J ,  ll 2.54 
2.,s 2, 77  
2.40 2,6' 
2.20 2. 72 
2 , 17 2,39 
2.5� 2,60 
2.77 2.u 
2,92 2.25 
2.69 2,32 
2.67 2,62 
2. 74 2,26 
2 , 29 2.63 
2.�J  2.50 
2,(,,) 2 • .  12 
J .92 7,08 
2,47 2,53 
2,39 2.39 
2,41 2.32 
2,58 2.32 
2,46 2.22 
7,2R 2.0 
2.M 2.57 
2.'»0 2 , 26 
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2,)7 2.34 
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2.18 2.36 
2,76 2 , 1 2  
2 ,  ll 2,18 
2 . 1 ,  2.21 
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2 .10 2,3.S 
2,52 1,99 
l.98 2 , 1 1  
1.80 2.04 
2.48 Z,42 
o.ss 0,46 
Seeded: S/5/86 at. 12 lbe PLS/A. 
Cut. 2 
6/24 
1,49 
J .33 
1.57 
1.53 
1 . ,0 
1 .48 
1 , 52 
1 .37 
1.s, 
1,62 
1.52 
1,89 
1 .41 
1,25 
1 .42 
1 .35  
l ,27 
1 .42 
J .41 
1.28 
1. '? 
z .  17 
1,25 
1.38 
1.62 
1.42 
1,30 
1 . 40 
1 ,36 
J.36 
1 . 29 
1.46 
I .SO 
I ,  3.\ 
1 . 22  
1,40 
J . 42 
o.95 
1 .  26 
1,20 
1.00 
0,9) 
1.37 
o.33 
Cut. J 3-Cut tear 
' 
Re lathe 
1130 Total Ava Perf or•anco 
2,26 6,66 4,70 Ill 
2. )7 6, 10 4,70 111 
2,34 6.58 , 4.68 Ill  
2 ,31  6.0 4.63 110 
2.10 6.40 4,60 109 
2,34 6.73 4.,8 108 
2,18 6 ,U t+S.l 107 
2.02 5.93 4,52 107 
2,33 6.69 4.47 106 
2.20 6.47 4,U 105 
2,39 6.63 o\.42 105 
2.)7 6,65 4 • .\1 10.ii 
2,17  6.2� 4 40 104 
2,28 6.00 4,38 104 
2,14 5.81 4.36 103 
2.)8 6.o, 4.36 103 
2.07 5.96 4.31 102 
2.20 S.88 4.31 102 
2.28 6.32 4.:H 102 
2.23 6.01 4.27 101 
2.16 5.90 4.26 101 
1.71 4.96 ... 2 .. 100 
2.25 6.03 4i . 2  .. 100 
2.2e 6.0.S 4.22 100 
2.ot 6.02 4.21 JOO 
2.08 ,.,2 4,20 100 
2.38 5.90 4.18 99 
2.20 6.0.S 4,16 98 
2.2 .. 6, 17 ...11  97 
2.11 5.73 4.ll 97 
2.10 6,03 4.10 91 
1.97 .s.n 4.06 96 
2.09 5,90 o\.06 96 
2.22 , .u 4.0S 96 
1 .8.3 s.01 l.92 93 
1.85 S,43 J.88 92 
1., .. 5.57 3.88 92 
1.64 4,68 3.82 91 
1.90 '·" 3.81 90 
1.69 4,83 3.69 ., 
1 .  79 4.90 3 .U 82 
J .  74 4.69 3.2.S 77 
2.12 ,.,2 4,22 
0.2, 0.77 0.16 
fert11hed: 6/ l/87 wtth 3, l be PzOs/ A aecordtna t.o SDSU 1011 teatiq 
rec01111endat.1001. 
pH: 6 . S  
i Relatlve Perfot•anca based on the 2•111r •••r•••· 
S2 
HERB I C I DE DEMONSTRAT IONS AND 
HERB I C IDE RESEARCH 
L. J. Wrage , P. O. Johnson, W. E. Arnold 
PLANT SCI ENCE 87-17 
CORN HERBICIDE DEMONSTRATION 
L. J. Wrage, P. O. Johnson, W. E. Arnold 
PURPOSE: 
To evaluate performance of labeled herbicides for weed control when used 
in two tillage systems. Producers have reported changes in weed control as 
tillage systems changed. De�onstration plots provide side-by-side comparisons 
of herbicides. These plots were included on field tours and the information is 
used in educational programs. Evaluation of performance during 1987 provides 
control comparisons based on this year ' s  conditions in the area; long-term 
averages give a measure of consistency under varied conditions. 
METHODS: 
Plot Design: Demonstration 
Plot Size: 20 • x 50 1 each tillage 
Previous Crop: Corn 
Soil: Silty clay loam; 3.8% O.M. ; 6.7 pff 
Crop: Corn 3732 
Planted: 4/29/87 
Cultivation: None 
Herbicide: PP!: 4/29/87 
PRE: 4/29/87 
EPOST: 5/14/87 
POST: 6/2/87 
Evaluated: 6/11/87 
Rainfall: 1st week .44 inches 
2nd week .00 inches 
RESULTS: 
Plots were visually evaluated for percent grass and broadleaf weed control . 
Herbicides were broadcast over plowed and chiseled seedbed. Spring tillage and 
incorporation were the same for both systems. Data are presented for 
evaluations in each tillage system. 
Green foxtail pressure was heavy. Tall waterhenp was the predominant 
broadleaf; redroot pigweed and lembsquarters were also present. Crop stand was 
uniform. 
Results in 1987 were good. Rainfall was below normal for the season. 
Herbicides requiring minimal rainfall for activation were good. Other 
herbicides were somewhat erratic. Four treatments exceeded 90% control of all 
weed species. Mixtures with Ramrod tended to give good to excellent grass 
control. This would coincide with the low rainfall requirement for activation. 
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SOYBEAN HERBICIDE DEMONSTRATION 
L .  J. Wrage, P. O. Johnson, W.  E. Arnold 
PURPOSE: 
To evaluate performance of labeled herbicides for weed control and crop 
tolerance when used in two tillage systems. Demonstration plots provide side­
by-side comparisons of herbicides. The. plots were included on field tours and 
the information is used in educational programs.  
METHODS: 
Plot Design: Demonstration 
Plot Size: 20' x 50' for each tillage 
Previous Crop: Corn 
Soil: Silty clay loam; 3 .8% O.M. ; 6.7  pH 
Crop: Corsey 79 
Planted: 5/11/87 
Cultivation: None 
Herbicide: 
PPI : 5/11/87 
PRE: 5/11/87 
POST : 6/11/87; grass 2 leaf; broadleef 1-2 inches 
Evaluated: 7/06/87 
Rainfall: 1st week: .OJ i nches 
2nd week: .44 inches 
RESULTS: 
Plot:tt i..:�c \'lllilllllv -�mucd fur p!n; nt gra,s and broadleaf weed control . 
hac-& for Lill f1lt1� CIJl•1 1 !l.J.::r,1 ,;e,e-tlbt"d l l.f 19Cl arc presented in the Table 2. 
The 3-year average ( 1985-87) provides a measure of consistency for 
variable conditions. 
Herbicides were broadcast over a plowed or chisel seedbed. Spring tillage 
and incorporation were the same for both systems. 
C,r�=-A fi:i21.tn1.l. pr650111'E , ,:. bl'llY'/. l't1J l  1,u.1L:orhm:Jp, 1 r-rl,.001 pi!iweed und 
l 1nibi!quort::ero u.·e1·e Lihe rr-erfmr.t unnt broDrl I �Cl• pp dc:t1. Ci-op sc:1rna wot. unifl)l'.n. 
W!!al' :c• nrro] ui [iu.: , ,1ott-id ;.o Jbr-d 111t, lrl ti 20 .,  n.-s.t 1, .�,,� t 'iJm fQr ·1r11 1 
applied treatments in chisel seedbed .  This is primarily due to greater weed 
populations in the chisel treatments, 
Control in 1987 was good. Rainfall was variable and below normal for the 
season. Ten treatments provided over 90% control of both grass and broadleaf 
weeds in the plowed seedbed. Nine treatments also in the chiseled seedbed 
provided that same degree of control. Data for new herbicide, . such as Cinch, 
Classic, Command, Pursuit, Scepter and Whip gives an indicati�n of expected 
performance. 
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Percent 1"eE'd Control 
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NO-TILL CORN HERBICIDE DEMONSTRATION 
L .  J. Wrage, P. O .  Johnson 
PURPOSE : 
To evaluate performance of herbicide treatments that represents systems 
available to producers using no-till corn systems. Treatments represent 
preplant residual, preemergence and postemergence systems . Treatments were 
identified that included only low atrazine rates to allow rotation to soybeans . 
Plots were observed on field tours and the information is used in educational 
programs. 
METHODS: 
Plot Design: Demonstration 
Plot Size: 20' x 90' 
Previous Crop: Soybeans 
Soil : Silty clay loam; 4 .5% O.M. ; 
Crop: Pioneer 3732 
6 .7  pH 
Planted: 4/29/87 
Herbicide : EPP: 4/7/87 
PRE: 4/29/87 
POST : 6/2/87 
Evaluated: 7/28/87, 9/9/87 
Rainfall: lat week 
EPP: 
PRE: 
RESULTS: 
.38 inches 
.44 inches 
2nd week 
. 12  inches 
.oo inches 
Plots were visually evaluated for percent grass and broadleaf weed control. 
Grasses include moderate infestations of green foxtail. The predominant 
broadleaf weed was velvetleaf. Crop emergence was excellent. Data are 
presented in the following table. 
Grass control was best with treatments that included grass and broadleaf 
herbicides applied at least in part as early preplant. Conditions were very 
good for early treatments. Some atrazine in the treatment usually improved 
control . Atrazine rates could be held at l lb/A if Bladex was used in the 
combination. Broadleaf control usually decreased 10 to 15 percent if atrazine 
was reduced to .5 lb in the total program. 
Velvetleaf control varied considerably. Atrazine rates in excess of 1 . 5  
lb/A active provided the highest control; full rates exceeded 95% control. 
Cultivation at layby would have provided a suitable program using several of the 
treatments included in this test. 
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NO-TILL SOYBEANS IN CORN S'l'ALIS DEMONSTRATION 
L. J .  Wrage and P . O .  Johnson 
PURPOSE: 
Plots have been established for four years. Treatments include examples of 
early preplant and preemergence herbicides used in different combinations. 
METHODS : 
Plot Design: Demonstration 
Plot Size: 20' x 90' 
Previous Crop: Corn 
Soil: Silty clay loam; 3.8 O.M. ; 6.7 pH 
Crop: Corsoy 79 
Planted: 5/11/87 
Cultivation: None 
Herbicide: 
EPP: 4/7/87 
PRE: 5/12/87 
Evaluated: 9/15/87 
Rainfall : 1st week .01 inches 
2nd week .44 inches 
RESULTS : 
Early preplant herbicides were applied timely. All treatments provided 
good to excellent initial control . Final evaluation was delayed until leaf 
drop. Crop canopy was extremely competitive. Grass pressure was light with 
most treatments providing good control . Tall waterhemp was the predominant 
small-seeded broadleaf; velvetleaf was the most agressive broadleaf with 8 
treatments providing at least 80% control at harvest. Cultivation or follow-up 
postemergence treatments would have improved control .  
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Scepter ( . l�S)+Dual (:!) Dllal (l) 92 89 I!(• 
Pursuit ( .O�)+l>u•l (2) Du•l (1) 97 95 ',; 
Pre,·!e"' ( .1.::)+1.11.Mtl ( 2) Dliel (l) <;,3 �5 t!; 
�C�FLeT ( . !:�)+Pro�! (l.S} �7 92 88 
Du•l (3)+Se1,cor/Lesone ( .38) Sencor/Lt'•one ( .33) 95 80 74 
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93 89 8'.! 
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S.ncor/lexone ( .5)  
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BLACK NIGHTSHADE HERBICIDE SCREENING 
L. J. Wrage. P. O. Johnson, W. E. Arnold 
PURPOSE: 
To evaluate labeled herbicide treatments for black nightshade control and 
crop tolerance in soybeans. Herbicide treatments with promise for control were 
included at rates suggested for this weed. 
METHODS: 
Plot Design: Randomized Complete Block 
Plot Size : 10' x 30 ' 
Previous Crop: Soybeans 
Soil: Silty clay loam ; 3 .8% O.M.; S.9  pH 
Crop: Dawson 
Planted : 6/2/87 
Cultivation: None 
Herbicide: 
PPI: 6/2/87 
PRE: 6/2/87 
POST: 7/15/87 
Evaluated: 8/4/87 
Rainfall: 1st week Trace 
2nd week .35 inches 
RESULTS: 
Plots were established in an area with a black nightshade history. 
Pressure from green foxtail is very light : tall waterhemp was moderate. Black 
nightshade emerged very slowly: postemergence herbicide were delayed to allow 
for additional emergence. Final density was less than in previous years. Plots 
were evaluated visually for percent weed control. Plots were harvested with a 
plot combine and yields determined. Data are presented for 1987 and for a 
3-year (1985-87) average. 
Nightshade control exceeded 90% for several treatments in 1987. Control 
in 1987 was greater than for the same treatments in 1986. Combination 
treatments generally were superior to herbicides used alone in 1987. not evident 
The data during the 3-year period indicate weed control and crop tolerance 
were factors in plot yield. Some treatments in the low yielding group provided 
very good weed control so weed competition is not considered a significant 
factor in the reduced yield. These treatments do not consistently reduce yield. 
This is considered a response to the conditions and rates used. Yield 
differences due to direct herbicide effects were not as apparent in 1987. 
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Table S. 1987 Black Nightshade in Soybean Demonstration 
Treatment 
Pi! E.fl• U.'TJ' D-crJJUIORATED 
l ln· 1" 
Treflan 
Sonalan 
Lasso 
Dual 
Sonalan+Lasso 
Sonalan+Dual 
Prowl+Pursuit 
Prowl+Scepter 
Command+Sonalan 
lb/A act . 
.75 
1.25 
3 .5  
3 
1 . 25+2 . S  
l . 25+2 
1+.063 
1 . 25+ . 12  
• 75+1 .25 
SHA LI.OW i1REPLAST I?\OORPOPJi TED 
T re fl att tiasm> • r  2 
PREPLAN'f INCORPORATED & PREF.MERGENCE 
Sonalan&Amiben 
� 
Sonalan&Lasso 
Sonalan&Dual 
E:llEEIBPld.Hfill 
A rm bv1H-Du u.1 
Lasso+Amiben 
Dual 
Amiben 
Lasso 
Check 
1 .25&2 
1 . 25&2 .S  
1.25&2 
2+2 
2.5+2 
2 
3 
3 
PJitFLJJIT L't"OOF.FUR�TED .. POSTEMERGENCE 
r�rim, Cobru+X---"} .75&.2+ . l  
Treflan&Blazer+X-77 .75&.S+.375 
Treflan&Basagran+ 
crop oil . 75&1+1 qt. 
Treflan&Blazer+ . 75&. 125+.25+ 
Baeagran+X-77 . 375 
Treflan&Blazer+ . 75&.25+.S+ 
Basagran+X-77 .375 
Treflan&Blazer+ . 75&.25+.S+ 
Basagran+28% N l gal. 
1987 
% coniroY-
Blns 
00 
22 
39 
89 
88 
91 
92 
91 
92 
51 
83 
90 
92 
92 
90 
88 
90 
81 
90 
00 
18 
84 
68 
84 
90 
91 ---
61  
Yield 
bu/a 
18 
37 
34 
39 
40 
36 
35 
38 
40 
37 
l� 
33 
32 
35 
31 
34 
30 
32 
35 
22 
35 
33 
39 
37 
38 
34 
3-Year Avg. 
Yield 
� bu/A 
00 25 
13 36 
42 32 
87 42 
76 42 
81 35 
81 31 
79 35 
86 34 
86 35 
85 40 
84 40 
75 42 
87 40 
00 26 
67 38 
42 39 
68 40 
COCKLEBUR CONTROL IN SOYBEANS 
L. J. Wrage, P.O. Johnson, and W. F.. �rnold 
PURPOSE: 
To evaluate performance of herbicides for the control of cocklebur in 
soybeans. These plants provide side-by-side comparisons of these treatments. 
The plots were included in field tours and the information is used in 
educational programs. Evaluations of performance during 1987 is gi"llen. This 
provides information on control comparisons based on this year' s  co11ditions. 
METHODS : 
PJot Desisn: Randomized Complete Block 
Plot Size: 10' x 50 ' 
Prcviou� Crop: Fal low 
Soil : Silty clay loam; 3.8% O.M.; 6.7 pH 
Crop: Soybeans - Corsoy 79 
Pl ant<>d :  6/2/87 
Cul tiv�Lion: None 
Herbicide: 
PPI: 6/2/87 
PRE: 6/2/87 
EPOST: 7/7/87 
POST : 7/15/87 
Evaluated: 7/9/87 
Rainf�ll : lst week Trace 
2nd week . 35 inches 
RFSULTS: 
Plots were visually evaluated for percent cocklebur control . Plot yields 
were harvested with a plot combine. Spring tillage was provided with a field 
cultivator. All treatments were broadcasted. Cocklebur pressure was heavy. 
Crop stand was uniform. 
Results in 1987 were good. Rainfall was below normal and variable. 
Several treatments show excellent control. Postemergence treatments provided 
the best control under these conditions. Some significant yield differences 
were noted due to cocklebur control. 
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h 
Treat 1'lc u t. - --· 
PREPI.ANT J :K'Ol,POJ: A TE IJ 
- Pr�wl+Pl,-rsu i l 
Prowl+Pursuit 
Prowl+Sccptcr 
Sencor /I .exonc+Commmu.l 
PRF.PL/\NT 1 NCOl!PORA'J'Ell ,\ l'Rl·l:tll·:1�wrncE 
'f ref l O n+Sc n COT /Lexor\e&f;c
0
l\C �1i-7L;:;xo7." e 
Treflan&Amihen 
Trefla.n&Lorox 
I ! • 07;: 
J � • ( lil 
1 . 2.:ii . 1 2  
.75+.25&.38 
• 75&3 
• 75&1. 5 
Pf!l:P1.ft}{1 l H�Ul ltJ.1FJ> � F.li l POSTElll�RGENCf: r:=:1�:-:- , - - --- . ,s&.0111+.1a1 
Treflan&Cobra+X-77 . 75& . 2+ . 1  
• 5&. 0117+.187 
PREPLAN'f JNCORPORATED & EARJ.Y POSTEMf.RGf·:NCE & POSTEMERCJ·:NCE 
'J'rcf lan&Clossic+X-77&Cla:,sic+X-77 • i 5& .0078+. HH& 
.0078+. 187 
1'rcflan&Do�agran+DAX&flosagrn 11-� IJAX • 7 5&. 38+ 1&. 38+1 
I IH:l'L,M, r J J�I) lh.Hill.A I ED F, I·· n� :II 
Tl I J 77 
Tref1 an&Re�cuetl\J a ?.er /T�ck le 1 :i-77 
Treflan&Rcscue+Hlnzc1-/'fncl< I <' • )·-n 
Trcflan&JI lnzcr /'1'."tckJ c-i X-77 
Treflau&llasai;ran+X-77 
• 75&1+. 12:>+. 38 
• i5.'H+. 25+. 38 
• i 5,'11. • 5 t • J :>  �+ • ]� 
• 7S.i.:m+.JH 
. 7�&. 75+.38 
.75 
.75&. 5 
l>REPLANT INCORPORATED & J·:ARLY POS'lH1ERGJ·:NCE 
Prowl&J>ursuit+crop oil l&.0631-l qt. 
Commond&Classic+X-77 .75&.lJJ 17+.187 
LSI> ( .05) 
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VELVETLEAF CONTROL IN CORN 
Leon J. Wrage and P . O. Johnson 
PURPOSE: 
Plots were established in a designated velvetleaf area to evaluate 
comparative performance of herbic1de options available. Treatments were 
selected to identify the most efficient approach to velvetleaf control. 
METHODS: 
Plot Design; Ramdomized Complete Block; 2 reps 
Plot Size: 10' x 50' 
Previous Crop: Corn 
Soil : Silty clay loam: 3.8% O.M . :  5.9 pH 
Variety: e1oneer 3732 
Planted: 5/14/87 
Cultivation: None 
Herbicides: 
RESULTS: 
PPI: 5/14/87 
PRE: 5/14/87 
EPOS; 6/2/87 
POST: 6/11/87 
Plots were established in an area th n l:ight norura.1 vclvc 1�3f 
infestation. The area was overseeded lu:.filr• 1n1fjnl �priti t� 1 1.o�. Grasn 
pressure was very light ; other broadlei1I speciu.n r nc,t n :file tor. \''1h ctl "U 
stand was uniform and moderately heavy . .Emergence �u.s fi��hnt �ro onifan:1 
than may be experienced in field situat.:i.cinE 'tf.itb D ""t.!ed ltl&1 ory. P!ots we.ro 
evaluated visually for percent control. 
Several treatments provided over 90% control. Full rates of atrazine or 
lower atrazine rates in postemergence treatments were effective. Effective 
control is achieved with planting-time herbicides used in combination vith 
postemergence herbicides. A residual component was necessary for most 
postemergence treatments if there was no at-planting program. 
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VELVETLEAF CONTROL IN SOYBEANS 
L .  J. Wrage and P. O. Johnson 
PURPOSE: 
Plots were established in an area designated for velvetleaf studies. 
Treatments having potential for control were included. 
METHODS: 
Plot Design: Randomized Complete Block 
Plot Size: 10' x SO' 
Previous Crop: Corn 
Soil: Silty clay loam; 3.8% O.M. ; 6.7  pH 
Planted: 5/14/87 
Cultivation: None 
Herbicide: 
PPI: 
PRE: 
POST: 
LPOS: 
Evaluated: 
Rainfall: 
RFSULTS : 
5/14/87 
5/14/87 
6/11/87 
6/30/87 
7/15/87 
1st week 
2nd week 
.25 inches 
2 .14 inches 
The plot area had a light natural velvetleaf infestation; the area was 
overseeded with additional weed seed prior to spring tillage. The resulting 
weed stand was uniform and moderately heavy . Grass pressure was not 
significant.  Emergence was somewhat more uniform than may be experienced in 
fields with a severe history of velvetleef. Plots were visually evaluated for 
percent control . Yields were determined from samples harvested with a plot 
combine. 
Differential control was easily noted. Several treatments provided very 
high levels of control . The use of fertilizer additives enhanced velvetleaf 
control in postemergence treatments . Crop yields were 15 to 20 bushels higher 
for treatments with the highest control. 
Average control may be S to 10% less in heavy soils or in fields with a 
long term history. The top performing treatments and higher rates should be 
considered for these situations. 
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F I RST GENERATION EUROPEAN CORN 
BORER CONTROL 
M. E. Gray , G. L. Hein,  M. A. Boetel 
D. D. Walgenbach 
PLANT SC I ENCE 87-18 
The 1987 season was very unusual with heat unit accumulations well 
above normal in most locations. A small first flight of European corn 
borers was followed by very large second and third flights at the 
Southeast Experiment Farm. An experimental trial was established on 
26 June and experimental and registered insecticides evaluated for 
first gP.neration European corn borer control. The experimental design 
was a randomized complete block with three replications. Individual 
plots were single-row treatments 100 feet long. Ten plants with 
shot-hole injury and/or midrib feeding were evaluated per replicate 
from each treatment. Damage was measured on the basis of one cavity 
equalling 1.0 inch of tunneling. Granular materials were applied with 
a pneumatic applicator powered by a 3.5 horse power engine mounted on 
a high clearance ground applicator. Insecticide was metered by Noble 
metering units that were chain driven by a 12V DC motor. Insecticide 
was delivered in a 7-inch band over the whorl. Liquid insecticides 
were applied with a backpack sprayer. One 1.5 LE Even Flat 
Nozzle/row, pressurized at 15 psi was used to apply 19.S gpa at 3.5 
mph. Stalks were split on 3 August and damage measured. 
Corn treated with Pounce 1.SG ( 0 .1  lb AI/acre) had the lowest number 
of cavities/plant, however, this treatment did not significantly 
differ from most experimental and/or registered compounds. Furadan 
lSG (0.5 lb AI/acre) offered the least protection and was not 
significantly different from untreated corn. 
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Table l. European Corn Borer Control with Granular and Liquid 
Insecticides 
Chem}.cal ___ ___form _ V.nt ...LJ) 
Pounce l.SG 
Lorsban 15G 
Counter lSG 
Fortress lSC 
XRD-522 0.3EC 
Pounce 3.2EC 
Aaster lSG 
SC-0567 lOG 
SAN4151 G 
Fortress ISG 
Counter ISG 
Aas tar lSG 
Capture 2EC 
Lorsban lSG 
Force 1.SG 
Lorsben lSG 
SAN4151 G 
Thimet 20G 
Lorsban lSG 
Dyfonate 20GM 
Dyfonate 20G 
Dyfonate 20G 
Dyfonate 20GM 
Force 1 . 5G 
XRD-522 0.3EC 
SC-0567 JOG 
Force l.SG 
Furadan lSG 
Thi met 20G 
Furadan lSG 
YE_!:�ed Checl,_ _________ __ 
o . ]  
0.50 
0.5 
o.s 
0.015 
0.15 
1 . 0  
1.0 
10.0* 
J .O 
1 .0  
0.5 
0.05 
0 .25 
0.125 
0.75 
7.5* 
0.5  
1 . 0  
1 . 0  
0.5 
1 .0  
0.5 
0.10 
0.19 
CJ. s 
0.075 
1 . 0  
1 . 0  
0 . 5  
Q1vi t_J (?,) 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.23 
0.25 
0 . 30 
0 .30 
0.30 
0.30 
0 .30 
0 . 37 
0.37 
0.40 
0.45 
0 .47 
0,47 
0 .50 
0.50 
0.60 
0.60 
0.63 
0.65 
0.70 
0.73 
0. 75 
o. 77 
0.77 
0 . 7 7  
0.80 
1 .07 
--- 1 .43 ---
'rn1n(.J) 
A 
A 
A 
AR 
AB 
AB 
AB 
AB 
AB 
AB 
AB 
AB 
AB 
AB 
Ao 
AB 
AB 
AR 
AB 
AB 
ABC 
ABC 
ABC 
ABC 
ABC 
ABC 
ABC 
ABC 
ABC 
BC 
c 
( 1 )  Expressed as lbs. �.i. per �ere. Granular insecticides arplied 
with a pneumatic applicator. Liqui d insecticides were applied 
with a hand held single nozzle wand. All insecticides were 
a�pl1ed to the whorl. 
(2) One cavity is equal to one inch of tunneling. 
(3) Means sharing the same letter do not differ significantly 
according to Duncan ' s  New Multiple Range Test (P=0. 05) .  
* Pounds of product per acre , 
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EVALUAT IONS OF INSECTICIDE PERFORMANCE ON 
VARIOUS INSECTICIDE HISTOR i tS 
GARRETSON AND HURLEY, SD, 1987 
G. L .  Hein , M .  E .  Gray , D .  D .  Walgenbach 
PLANT SCIENCE 87-19 
ln 1985 and 1986, four insecticide histories (Counter, Dyfonate, and 
Lorsban) were established in a field near Hurley, SD. This field has been 
reported to be a Lorsban problem in 1984. Each of these history areas was 
0.7 acres. Also, in 1985 and 1986, five insecticide histories (Broot, 
Counter, Dyfonate, Furadan. and Lorsban) were established in a field near 
Garretson, SD. The Garretson field has been reported to be a 
Uyfonate-Furadan problem field in 1983-84. The history areas established 
here were 1.2 acres. 
In 1987 a portion of each of the history areas was used to test the perfor­
mance of various rootworm insecticides . Six chemicals (Broot, Counter, 
Dyfonate, Furadan, Lorsban, and Thimet) were tested at rates of 0.75 and 
1 . 0  l h  a . i . /acre. along with an untreated check. The design in all areas 
was a randomized complete block with four (Hurley) or five (Garretson) 
replications. Treatment plots were 45 feet by one ro�. All insecticides 
wE'rl' oppl frd in a 7-inch band wj th modified �oble metering uni ts mounted on 
v John Deere 71 Flexi-plant er. 
Soil i ns�ct jc jde effectiveness was evaluated by using root damage ratings. 
'J he Im-m 1-6 damage rat inf, seal c wa� USf.:·d • where 1 = no feeding damc1gc 
present and 6 = 3 nodes of roots completely destroyed (Table 1 ancl 2). 
Severe damage occurred in the plots at Hurley in 1987 (root ratings of 4 to 
5) . The trials a t  Hurley (Table 1) do not indicate that Lorsban. which had 
bt•c-,n report.c�d to have provided poor control in 1984. is suspect to poor 
p<'rformancc in this fiel d .  All the i nsecticides used in the trials per­
formed well in all history plots.  The damage occurring at Garretson (Table 
2) was moderate in severity, ranging from 3. 5 - 4 . 3. All treatments 
provided good to excellent control in the Lorsban, Dyfonate. and Counter 
histories. However, poor control was obtained for Furadan in the Broot and 
Furadan history plots and for Broot in the Broot history plots. All other 
j nsecticides performed well in both the Broot and Furadan histories. It  
appears likely that because of the extended use of carbamate insecticides 
(Furadan and Broot) in these history areas that the effectiveness of 
Furadan and Broot have been severely reduced in these history areas. Broot 
does not seem to be affected as much in the Furadan soil asFuradan in the 
Rroot soil.  This phenomenon is known as enhanced microbial degradation end 
occurs because some soil microbes are able to use car bamate insecticides as 
energy sources. Because these microbes have a survival advantage over 
other microbes that cannot use these chemicals. populations of these 
microbes increase to levels that degrade the insecticide so fast that the 
insecticide is not able to perform adequately. The trials at Garretson and 
Hurley and at other locations throughout the Midwest indicate the 
carbamates are especially susceptible to this problem. 
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Table 1. Root damage ratings and percent root protection for 
planting-time corn rootworm insecticide trials from various 
i nsecticide histories established within the same field. 
Hurley! SD 1987. 
l:I\C!..llllcal Form Jhu.e( lj fluc.e{:) Jlrmi; ��1gp{3J r£1P:tG} 
Counter Historx: 
Counter lSG 1 . 0  A 2.0 A 75 
Counter ISG o. 75 A 2. 1 A 73 
Dyfonete 20GM 0.75 A 2.1 A 73 
Broot ISGX 1.0 A 2.1 A 73 
Lorsban lSG 0.75 A 2.2 A 71 
Thi met 20G 0.75 A 2.2 AB 70 
Lorsban lSG 1.0 A 2.2 AB 70 
Dyfonate 20G 1.0 A 2.3 AB 68 
Broot lSGX 0.75 A 2.4 AB 66 
Thi met 20G 1.0 A 2.4 AB 65 
Furadan lSG 0.75 A 2.5 AB 63 
Furadan 15G 1 . 0  A 2 . 7  B 57 
Untreated 4.0 c 
Dyfonate Histori 
Counter lSG 1 . 0  A 2.2 A 77 
Lorsbarn ISG 1.0 A 2.2 A 76 
Broot ISGX 0.75 A 2.2 A 76 
Counter ISG 0.75 A 2. 3 A 75 
Thi met 20G 0 .75 A 2.3 A 74 
Lorsban ISG 0.75 A 2.4 A 73 
Dyfonate 20GM 0.75 A 2.4 A 72 
Furadan ISG o. 75 A 2.5 A 71 
Furadan lSG 1 . 0  A 2.6 AB 69 
Broot 15GX 1.0 A 2.6 AB 68 
Dyfonate 20GM 1.0 A 3 . 1  AB 59 
Thi met 20G 1.0 A 3.5 B 50 
Untreated 5.0 c 
Lorsbarn Historl:'. 
Counter lSG 1 . 0  A 2. 1 A 76 
Counter lSG 0.75 A 2.2 AB 74 
Broot 15GX 1.0 A 2.2 AB 74 
Broot lSGX 0.75 A 2 .4  AB 70 
Thimet 20G 0.75 A 2.4 AB 69 
Dyfonate 20Gm 0.75 A 2.4 AB 69 
Lorsban lSG 1 .0  A 2.6 ABC 65 
Dyfonate 20GM 1.0 A 2.8 ABC 61 
Lorsban 15G 0.75 A 2.8 ABC 61 
Thi met 20G 1 . 0  A 2.9 BC 58 
Furadan ISG 1.0 A 3.2 CD 52 
Furadan ISG 0 . 75 A 3.7 D 41 
llat" �el5t �d 4 • .L__ 
'T) :-.Cpr •a;!ied in l hi:. 3- .  i .  p� .t f"t. .. 
(2) A =  711 band ahead of furrow-closing wheels. 
(3) Means sharing the same letter do not differ significant ly 
according to Duncan 's  New Multiple Range Test. 
(4) Percent Root Protection. 
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J. Wagner,  B. Borg , R. Hamilton , G. Liba l ,  
R .  Wahlstrom and R. Hanson 
ANIMAL/RANGE SC I ENCES 87-20 
Cattle Feeding Research Summary 
John J. Wagner, Ph. D., 
Extension Ruminant Nutrition Specialist 
South Dakota State University 
Four research trials pertaining to receiving programs for new 
cattle, growing programs and finishing programs were completed during 
the past year. The overall objective of the cattle researrh program is 
to increase the profitability of cattle feeding through more efficjent 
utilization of home grown feed commodities. Cattle provide farmers with 
marketing alternatives for their crops. Improving the efficiency of 
cattle production will increase the net return to the farming operation. 
Detailed research reports summarizing these trials are published in the 
1987 South Dakota Beef Report. 
Receiving Programs: Rumen injectable probiotics and probiotic feed 
additives for ne"·ly arrived feedlot calves were examined using five 
treatments in a 28 day receiving trial. Treatments consisted of I) 
control - no intraruminal injection, no feed additive, 2) intraruminal 
injection only, 3) intraruminal injection and probiotic feed additive 
containjng 500 x 10 organisms, 4) intraruminal injection and probiol1 c 
feed additive containing 2 x 10 organisms end 5) intrarun1inal 
injection and probiotic feed additive containing 20 x· 10 organi!®s . 
The probiotic used in this trial was "it 1�:r1tptu�..JS CJlll• All cattle 
were fed a standard receiving diet cr.ilfS :-t n .• of -'.Si, high oisturE' c-orn. 
20% corn silage, 20% alfalfa hay and 8% supplement on a dry matter 
basis. The diet was formulated t o  contain 12.6% crude protein, .6% 
calcium, .36% phosphorus • •  89% potassium and .53 meal net energy for 
tain (NF.g) and 1400 IU vitamin A per lb dry matter. 
Performance of the cattle dudng the first 14 and 28 days in t he 
feedlot is displayed in table 1. Cattle weighed 516 lb near the ranch 
and shrank 9. 1% jn tran$1t. This heavy shrink explains the high average 
daily gains and tremendous feed c.onversions that were observed in this 
study. Average daily dry matter intake, gain and feed conver�ion were 
9.75 lb/day, 3.78 lb/day and 2.59 lb feed/lb gain. respectivelr, and 
were not significantly different between treatments. 
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Table l.Performance of Cattle in ected with or fed arobiotics .(�J 
Item(c) 
Initial wt, lb 
ADGI4. lb/day 
ADG28, lb/day 
DMI14. lb/day 
DMI28. lb/day 
F/Gl4 
F/G28 
(;)Least square means. 
(b)Defined in text. 
1 
471 
4.35 
4.06 
6.43 
9. 71 
1.49 
2.41 
2 
469 
3.83 
3.62 
6.33 
9.70 
1.69 
2.69 
Treatment{b} 
469 
3.75 
3.61 
6.36 
9.71 
I. 70 
2.70 
• •• 
468 
3.82 
3. 71 
6.37 
9.73 
1.69 
2.63 
474 
4.32 
3.92 
6.42 
9.91 
l.49 
2.53 
(c)ADG = average daily gain, 
14 = dav 14 and 28 = day 28. 
DMI = dry matter intake, F/G : feed/gain, 
No differences between treatments were observed for cattle health. 
Very little sickness was observed in these cattle. Only 26 head were 
treated with oxytetracycline and sulfamethazine. Of these cattle, only 
one head was treated a second time. 
These data demonstrate no advantage to using the intraruminal 
probiotic injection or the probiotic feed additive. 
Growing Programs: Urea, corn gluten meal and soybean meal were 
compared as sources of supplemental crude protein for limit-fed growing 
steers. Urea was fed at 0, . 33, . 67 or 1.00% of total diet dry matter. 
Soybean meal and corn gluten meal were fed in combinations such that 0, 
33, 67 or 100% of the supplemental natural protein was supplied by 
soybean meal. The remaining supplemental natural protein was provided 
by corn gluten meal and corn. All cattle were limit-fed 13.53 lb of dry 
matter for 91 days. On a dry matter basis, the diet consisted of 52.85% 
high moisture corn, 35% corn silage and 12.15% supplement and provided 
12.01% crude protein, . 67% calcium, .47% phosphorus, .5750 meal NEg per 
lb and 2700 IU vitamin A per lb. 
Interactions between level of urea and natural protein source were not 
significant, indicating that source of natural protein did not influence 
urea utilization. Level of urea did not influence average daily gain 
(Table 2) indicating that up to 1.00% of diet dry matter as urea can be 
effectively utilized by limit-fed cattle. Replacing soybean meal with 
corn gluten meal as a source of natural protein did not affect average 
daily gain (Table 3) indicating no advantage to feeding a high "escapeu 
protein. 
Table 2. Effect of Urea Level on Performance. 
Item a 
Initial wt. , lb 585 
Average daily gain 28(b), lb 2.51 
Average daily gain, lb 2.75 
(a)Pcrcentage of diet dry matter. 
(b)First 28 days. 
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. 33 
599 
2.45 
2.70 
Urea(al 
580 
2.61 
2.79 
1 .00 
576 
2.33 
2. 72 
Table 3. Effect of NatLral ProtE::in Source on Pedorn;;ince. ---------- -:--rreacrlent1a.L _____ -__ · ·:.  
Item .,,, 67 33 0 
Initial wt • •  lb 
p - .. 
597 -- 581 "j- """s
,.;.
8
..,.
9--
Average daily gain 28(h), lb 2.20 2 . 72 2.60 2.37 
Aver AP� _!i!ll}..,v_.s..2J:._n_,_J_b_ -· _______ _b..?lL. --· _ J:.!]'} _____  J_.J}. ·-·-· 2. 68 
fr JPe-rcrm1 sr a! supphm1ental mitural Tr...,I r from soyb<:on meal . The 
balance is from corn gluten meal and corn. 
(b) First 28 days 
Finishing .,P.rograms: Yearling Angus steers (800 lb) were utilizec in a 
trial to d�termine if feedjng the concent rate portion of a 40% corn 
silage fini�hing diet separately from the sil age would result in 
improved feedlot performance. Steers were fed either a comvletel y mixed 
diet two times daily or were fed the concentratf' portion of the saE1e 
diet in the morning and the silage in the evening. Cattle fed the 
concentrate in the morning consumed les.s feed (2C.70 vs 22. 19 l b), 
achieved similar average daily gains (2.26 vs 2.24 lb) and tende� to 
have slightly better feed efficiency (9.21 vs 9.89) than cattle fed the 
completely mixed diet. Performance by both groups of cattle was 
significantly less t�:an that attainable by feec.ing highE::r concentrate 
diets. Feeding concf'ntrate sepc1retel)' from the silage djd rot improve 
performance enough to wt•rrant. feeding lower concentrate diets t o  
finishing steers. 
Yearling Angus steers (830 lb) were used to investigate the i!i:pact 
of rest ricting feed intake durins the finishing period on feed 
conversion end dietary energy utiljzetion. In one experiment, four �ens 
of cattle were allowed to consume ad libitum amounLs of dry matter and 
four pens were fed approxio1ately 85% of what the full-fed cattle 
consumPd. These cattle were slaughtered as fjve of eight head in each 
pen reached an anticipated low choice grade. In � second experimei,t, 
four pens of cattle served as ;i control and were allowed to consume acl 
libitum amounts of dry matter, four pens were fed approxiniately 93% and 
eight pens were fed approximately 85% of what the ad libitum cattle 
consumed. After 56 days on experiment, four of the 85% pens wer€ fed ad 
li bitlun amourits of dry matter. Control cattle were slaughtered as five 
of eight head in eech pen reached an anticipated low choice grade. 
Restricted intake cattle ware slaughtered as  each pen achieved �imilar 
cumulative net energy fot gain int.akes as t.hc ad lihHum fed cat t h•. 
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Table 4 .  Effect of Restrictin� Intake Du:-ing 
t!I!- one 
Item Ad lib� Rt!:.ttr .  Ad li I), 
In. wt., lb 826 830 828 
DMI 56(a) ,  1 b 19.33 14.42 19.31 
ADG 56( b) , 1 b 2 .88 2 .25 3.34 
FIG 56(c) 6.83 6.37 5 . 81 
DMI T{d), lb 19.42 16. 13 19.34 
ADG T, lb 2 . 53 2 . 04 2 . 79 
F/G T 7 .  79 7 .86 7 .00 
Slgtr wt. (e), lb 1090 1065 1106 
Days on feed 106 115 100 
NEm(f), meal/cwt 89. 74 93.87 97.58 
59.15 62. • 63.53 NE_!U°;t I meal/cwt 
(a)Average dry matter intake first xi days. 
(b)Average daily gain first 56 days. 
(c)Feed/gain first 56 days. 
(d)T = total trial . 
(e)Slaughter weight . 
{f)Calculated net energy for maintenance. 
(g)Calculated net energy for gain . 
the Finishin3 PhnBe. 
r.xr. two 
'33� 85:Z 85+ 
824 827 827 
18.12 17.12 16.88 
3.01 2 .93 2.60 
6.08 5.85 6.49 
18.22 17.46 17.95 
2.47 2.43 2 .39 
7 .39 7.21 7 . 53 
1098 1120 1098 
111 120 113 
93.97 98.54 93.50 
62 .13 64.54 61.83 
Restricting dry matter intake tended to increase days on feed and 
reduce average daily gains. Feed conversion and calculated dietary 
energy values were not improved by restricting the intake of finishing 
cattle. 
�cl,:n..awleJY?lll!;n�: The big news concerning the cattle research at the 
.fa..fID 1 the CGfflilletion of the new feed handling, cattle working and 
feeding facilities . A special thanks goes to the Board of Directors of 
the farm and the farm manager, Dale Sorensen for their time and efforts 
making this project possible . Thank you Roland Hanson, cattle manager 
at the farm, and the rest of the crew for conducting this research. The 
following companies have contributed funding, commercial products or 
technical support for the cattle research program at the farm: Syntex 
Animal Health, Triple F Feeds, Iowa Beef Processors, International 
Minerals and Chemical Company and Elanco Products Company. 
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Effects of Lysine and Energy Concentration on the Performance of 
Growing and Finishing Pigs Fed Diets Containing Barley 
B .  S. Borg, C . R .  Hamilton, G .  W .  Libal, R .  C .  Wahlstrom & R .  Hanson 
Barley has been shown to be an effective alternative grain source in 
growing and finishing swine diets. However, diet formulation method 
(i.e. protein, lysine and(or) metabolizable energy basis) is important 
in maintenance of efficient pig performance. Previous trials at this 
station have suggested that lysine availability and(or) metabolizable 
energy content of barley diets may limit maximum pig performance. This 
trial, along with a similar trial reported in last year's Southeast 
Farm Report, was conducted to determine if poor lysine availabiljty 
and(or) low metabolizable energy content of barley diets contribute to 
the usual depression in performance when growing pigs are fed barley 
based diets. 
�pn.n.me:nt.nl E'rocr11u1·r:. A group of feeder pigs, purchased from two 
sources through the Sioux Falls Stock Yards and weighing 40 to 45 
pounds were transported to the Southeast Experiment Station in late 
October, 1986. Following a two week adjustment period 108 pigs were 
allotted to three replications of six experimental treatments according 
to pig source, weight and sex. Average initial weight at the beginning 
of the experiment was approximately 51 pounds . The experimental 
treatments applied were: 
1.  Corn-soybean meal control diet. 
2 .  Barley-soybean meal diet with barley substituted for corn in the 
control diet pound for pound. 
3.  Barley-soybean meal diet formulated to be isolysinic wjth the 
control diet. 
4 .  Diet 3 plus L-lysine HCL to be isolysinic wi th diet 2 
S .  Diet 2 plus stabilized animal fat to be isocaloric with diet 1. 
6. Diet 3 plus stabilized animal fat to be isocaloric with diet I .  
Results: In this trial, there were no differences (P>.05) in pig 
performance between pigs fed the corn-soybean meal or barley-soybean 
meal diets. Numerically, pig performance tended to follow similar 
trends as those reported in the 1986 Southeast Experiment Farm Progress 
Report for trial one. Since there was no trjal x treatment interaction 
data from the two trials were combined . The following discussion 
concerns the combined results. Overall, pigs fed a diet containing 
barley substituted on an equal weight basis for corn with fat added 
(trt 5) gained faster (P<.05) than pigs fed barley diets with synthetic 
lysine additions (trt 4) or a diet formulated to be isolysinic with the 
barley for corn diet (trt 3 ) .  pigs fed either the corn-soybean meal 
control diet (trt 1) ,  barley substituted for corn diet (trt 2) or a 
diet isolysinic and isocaloric with the control diet (trt 6) had gains 
that were intermediate. Feed intake was lowest (P< . 05)) for pigs fed 
barley diets containing added fat (trt 5 & 6) but was not dj fferent 
(P> . 05) than that of pigs fed either the corn-soybean meal diet (trt I )  
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or a diet containing synthetic lysine (trt 4). Addition of fat to the 
diet of pigs fed the barley substituted for corn diet (trt S) or a diet 
formulated to be isolysinic with the control diet (trt 6) resulted in 
depressed (P<.05) daily feed intake and improved feed efficiency 
(P<. 05) as compared to pigs fed barley diets formulated on a similar 
basis, but without added fat (trt 2 & 3). Feed efficiency of pigs fed 
barley diets with additional (trt 5 & 6) did not differ (P>.05) from 
pigs fed the control diet (trt 1). 
Data from these trials suggest that dietary metabolizable energy 
content is limiting in barley based diets fed to growing and finishing 
pigs. However, additional research is needed to study the effects of 
added lysine to barley diets containing fat. A more complete report on 
this trial and the combined results of the two trials can be found in 
the 1987 SDSU Swine Field Day Report or by contacting B. S. Borg, or C. 
R. Uamilton, Animal/Range Science, SDSU, Brookings, SD 57007 (605) 
688-5417. 
THE EFFECT OF LYSINE AND ENERGY CONCENTRATION ON PERFORMANCE 
OF PIGS FED BARLEY BASED DIETS FROM 56 LB TO MARKET WEIGHT. 
Various methods of combining barley with other swine diet 
ingredients and the effects of these formulations on the performance of 
pigs during the grower and finisher periods have been studied extensively 
at this station. The objective of the present study was to further 
investigate the effects of increased lysine availability and (or) 
increased metabolizable energy (ME) concentration of the diet on the 
performance of pigs fed barley based diets during the grower and finisher 
period. Stabilized animal fat and L-lysine.HCl were used as highly 
available sources of energy and lysine, respectively. 
A total of 120 feeder pigs purchased from two sources were used to 
study the effects of energy and lysine concentration on the performance 
of pigs from about 56 lb to market weight. Dietary treatments included a 
corn-soybean meal control and four barley diets. Barley diets were 
produced by equal weight substitutions of barley for corn with or without 
added fat or balanced to be isolysinic to the control plus added lysine 
with or without added fat. All barley diets contained similar lysine 
levels and those with added fat were isocaloric to the control diet. 
Pigs fed corn gained faster (P<.05) than pigs fed any of the barley diets 
during the grower period. Pigs fed barley diets with added fat gained 
faster (P<.05) and more efficiently (P<.10) during the finisher period 
and faster (P(.10 ) overall than those fed barley diets without added fat. 
Pigs fed corn had gains that were intermediate for the finisher period 
and overall. These data suggest that barley based diets are limiting in 
energy for growing and finishing pigs when compared to corn based diets. 
Barley diets with fat added to make them isocaloric to diets containing 
corn will support levels of pig performance that are similar to those 
obtained using corn. Lysine availability did not appear to be a limiting 
factor under the conditions of this experiment. A more detailed report 
of this study may be found in the 1987 SDSU Swine Research Reports. 
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